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In DARKNESS...

The raspy SOUND of a coin-slot gobbling up an old penny.  
Someone starts winding a handle and a flickering bulb comes 
on, illuminating...

INT. VICTORIAN BOUDOIR - BRIGHTON, ENGLAND (1910)

We're watching a vintage "What the Butler Saw" peep show 
movie.  Viewed through the glass lens, scores of period sepia 
photographs flicker past our eyes like a giant flip book.  

The only sound is the rhythmic CRANK of the winding handle.

Through the outline of a key-hole, A HALF-NUDE VICTORIAN 
GENTLEMAN sits on an elegant dining chair in the middle of a 
lavish high-ceilinged room.  His face is obscured by a BLACK 
HOOD.

TITLE CARD:
WHO WANTS TO PLAY BLIND                  
MAN'S BUFF?

TITLE CARD:
IN THE BUFF!

On cue a pair of NAKED DAMSELS - one blonde, one brunette - 
totter into the room.  Both wrapped in feather boas.  Both 
giddy with mock excitement.

Hearing them, the hooded man stands up and begins to stalk 
them blindly around the room.

Until he catches one, the BLONDE.

Caught in the man's clutches, she stumbles back onto the 
chair and opens her mouth in a theatrical scream.

The man pins her down, hands wrapped round her neck.

She kicks her legs in mock distress as HE CHOKES HER.

TITLE CARD:
NOW LET'S PLAY MURDER IN 
THE DARK!

The man continues to choke her.

Suddenly more sinister than comical.  

The girl squirms, gasping for air.

A shutter suddenly CLUNKS down over the picture, ending the 
peep show and pitching the screen back into DARKNESS.

Over the BLACK, the wild CRY of seagulls fades up.

CUT TO:



EXT. BRIGHTON STREET - PRESENT DAY

An estate agent, SIAN, 25, blonde, hurries down a grand 
street of terraced Regency houses, breath billowing in the 
cold winter air.

She scurries up a set of steps leading to an imposing bow-
fronted MANSION. 

The name is etched in the faded white plaster - "The Pells".  
Sian digs in her pocket for the right bunch of keys.

INT. THE PELLS - ENTRANCE HALLWAY - DAY

The decor was opulent once but it's all faded grandeur now.  
Stained silk wallpaper.  Frayed wool carpet.  Tarnished 
crystal chandeliers.

Sian crosses the entrance hall to the original Victorian 
LIFT.  She slides open the ornate brass gate, steps inside 
and rolls it back.

She pushes the Bakelite button and the lift rises up out of 
view with a clunk.

INT. FIRST FLOOR LANDING - DAY

The lift stops.  Sian slides back the concertina gate and 
steps out onto the landing.  There's a strange disquiet to 
this floor, almost monastic, like someone holding their 
breath.  

Sian walks across the broad landing, spacious enough to 
accommodate a pair of armchairs and a bookcase.

She reaches the door to the flat, selects the appropriate key 
and unlocks it.

INT. FLAT - ENTRANCE HALL - DAY

Sian's fingers feel for a light switch in the dark.  She 
finds one, flicks it on and steps inside.

The entrance hall is the size of a reception room.  Some 
furniture is stacked to one side in packing crates. A row of 
Victorian dining chairs is lined up on the other.

The chairs form a clever optical illusion, made from two 
complete chairs and a third one, cut in half.  They're 
arranged so the half-chair is butted up against a wall 
mirror, creating the illusion of five whole chairs.

Sian closes the front door, lights up a Marlboro and sits 
down.  

2.
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She eyes the chairs, completely fooled by them until she 
touches the mirror.  She runs her hand over the half-chair, 
then takes out her tools -- Infrared measuring device.  
Dictaphone.  Note-pad.  

She sets the Dictaphone to 'Voice Activated' mode.

SIAN
(into Dictaphone)

Flat 2, The Pells - first floor 
mansion flat. 

Her voice is the only sound.  The rest of the place is 
utterly silent, almost numb. 

She walks and talks us around the flat.  Much of it is 
sparsely furnished and feels sombre.  

SIAN (CONT'D)
Access via the original staircase 
or lift.  Layout... unusual.  
Decor... bachelor.  Smells musty.

She crosses the hallway to a tall sash window and peers out 
onto a murky LIGHT-WELL SPACE.  

Across the well, there's another window on the far side of 
the flat where the bedrooms are situated.

She turns and heads in the opposite direction through a pair 
of grand double doors.

INT. DRAWING ROOM - DAY

A crystal chandelier comes on, illuminating a cavernous, 
dusty drawing room.  The high walls are trimmed with 
intricate period mouldings and the chandelier hangs from a 
lavish ceiling rose.

Sian opens a set of wooden floor-to-ceiling window shutters, 
revealing a pair of handsome French windows and a balcony.

SIAN
(into Dictaphone)

Main reception has two sets of 
French windows and a pair of 
Juliets.

A ripple of air blows in through the windows as Sian steps 
out onto the stone balcony.  

She peers out into the milky blanket of mist eating away at 
the view, soothed by the distant sound of the sea.

The SOUND OF A DOOR OPENING BEHIND HER snaps her back into 
reality.
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She quickly stubs out her cigarette, then heads back inside, 
wafting the air around her to disperse the smell of smoke.

SIAN (CONT’D)
Hello?

She crosses the room and looks out into the entrance hall, 
but sees nobody.

INT. ENTRANCE HALL - DAY

Sian checks the front door, then she turns and flicks on the 
corridor lights, stretching away down towards the bedrooms.

She stops and listens for a moment, convinced she heard a 
door.

But the flat is empty.  Nobody there apart from her.

Sian weighs it up for a moment.  Then shrugs it off.

She puts the Dictaphone down on one of the chairs, backs into 
the corner and starts taking photos of the room on her mobile 
phone.  

Then she measures it using the infrared device.  First she 
measures the width, then aims slightly behind her to get the 
length.  

She glances at the figure on the digital display:

11 FEET, 9 INCHES

That's strange.  

She pauses, looks across the hallway.  The beam must have hit 
something.  It's at least 20 feet long.

She aims again.

This time:

9 FEET, 3 INCHES.

Sian makes a face.  How did that happen?

She points the gadget again at the far wall and presses the 
distance button just as --

SOMETHING APPEARS TO MOVE THROUGH THE INFRARED BEAM.

Sian jumps up, heart pounding.  Something definitely just 
broke the beam.

But there's nothing there now.  Just a wall of unnerving 
silence.
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Sian stands frozen in the dim light, gazing all around.  It's 
deathly quiet.  

But she can feel something in the room with her.

INT. FIRST FLOOR LANDING - DAY

Sian backs out of the flat onto the landing, ashen-faced, 
still clutching the measuring device.  Trying to regain her 
composure.  Closing the door eases her anxiety a tad.  

But as she goes to lock the door she stops suddenly.

SHE HAS THE FEELING THAT SOMEBODY IS STANDING RIGHT BEHIND 
HER ON THE LANDING.  

She turns to look and her blood runs cold.

The landing is empty.

Now she doesn't know whether to go back inside or stay on the 
landing.  

She looks around, rooted to the spot, and gradually raises 
her unsteady arm.

She points the gadget directly in front of her and presses 
the button.

THE BEAM HITS THE DOOR TO THE FLAT.

She keeps the button pressed in and sweeps the thin red beam 
slowly around the landing.

The beam remains unbroken.

But then, when she brings her arm back towards her body --

THE BEAM BREAKS AGAIN.

AS THOUGH SOMEBODY IS STANDING RIGHT NEXT TO HER.

Sian screams and bolts over to the stairwell, vanishing out 
of sight as the screen FADES TO BLACK.  

Over the black, she screams again.  This time, her voice 
squeals as the scream is REWOUND.

CUT TO:

INT. BRIGHTON ESTATE AGENT - BACK OFFICE - DAY

The sound comes from Sian's DICTAPHONE, set up on a desk.  
Pale and subdued, Sian relives her experience with her 
MANAGER, GRANT, 30's, and their client ALEC BECKMAN, mid-
30's.  
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Alec is immaculately tailored, coiffured and manicured but 
the veneer hides rough edges.

Grant stops the Dictaphone and looks at Alec expectantly.  A 
slightly awkward pause before Alec looks back at him, a 
little keyed-up.

ALEC
Not exactly 'The Exorcist', is it?

SIAN
What?

ALEC
Well, I assumed when you called me 
down here, it was going to be 
something terrible.  The way you 
sounded on the phone.  

Grant and Sian both look a bit shocked.

GRANT
I hardly think we're over-reacting 
about it.

ALEC
Well it sounds like overacting to 
me.

GRANT
I said over-reacting.

ALEC
Oh.

SIAN
Don't you want to know what 
happened?

ALEC
I just heard what happened.  You 
played me the tape.  Which, to be 
honest, sounds pretty much like you 
went into the flat, talked to the 
walls a bit, and then ran out 
screaming like a little girl.

(beat)
No offence,

(to Grant)
But that's what it sounds like, 
isn't it?

GRANT
I think there's a bit more to it 
than that. 

SIAN
There was something up there.
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Alec snorts.

ALEC
And that's what you're going to 
tell people, is it?  

GRANT
Of course not.  We're under no 
obligation to say anything.  But if 
there's anything you know about the 
history of the building, we should 
at least be aware of it.  

ALEC
Well, it's possible Jack the Ripper 
went there on his holidays, but I 
couldn't be certain.

Sian's face flushes.  

ALEC (CONT’D)
Yeah, alright, sorry, I didn't mean 
that.

Grant tries to diffuse the situation.

GRANT
... It's just, if a buyer looks 
into the history of the place and 
finds something off-putting-

ALEC
Off-putting?  It's BRIGHTON, isn't 
it?  The whole town's built on 
filth!  Drug gangs, street gangs, 
gang bangs...  You name it, it's 
got it.  In fact, now I'm wondering 
why I bought the fucking place!

(beat)
Look, it's older than Tesco's if 
that's what you mean.  Other than 
that, I don't know.  Bought it as 
an investment, didn't I.  Bought 
the sales pitch.  Nice sea view.  
Nice high ceilings.  Nice 
everything.  Got my brother renting 
it.  Then I got sent divorce papers 
and it's got to go.

(beat)
Now you know as much as me.

SIAN
Wow.  Thanks for sharing.

Alec laughs.

7.
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ALEC
Sounds like you're the one needs 
counselling, love.  But don't 
worry, Brighton's full of places 
like that, I imagine.

Sian's had enough.  She gets up and leaves the room.  Alec 
glances at Grant.

ALEC (CONT’D)
I'm sorry about that.  But I was 
only saying how it is, you know?  
Brighton.

(beat)
Was she really scared?

GRANT
Yes.

ALEC
No, I mean really scared.  Properly 
scared.

GRANT
(beat)

Terrified.

ALEC
Oh.

He stares out of the window.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. FLAT - MARINE SQUARE - DAY

An impish TEENAGER, BLUE, 19, with dyed white hair and a 
tight leather jacket, presses an intercom buzzer. She's very 
good looking, but her features have hardened sooner than most 
girls her age.

She pushes inside the flat as the door buzzes.

INT. FLAT – MARINE SQUARE - DAY

Blue comes in the front door.  

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
That you, Blue?

BLUE
Yeah.  You alright, Cyn?

CYNTHIA
Yeah, I'm alright.

8.
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Blue walks into the main room.  It overlooks Brighton 
seafront and the light off the sea works its way in through 
the diffused net curtains.

CYNTHIA sits on a sofa by the window in a quilted dressing 
gown and slippers, watching a horse race on TV.  She has long 
silver hair and thick make-up.  Early 70's.

BLUE
Have I got time for a cup?

CYNTHIA
Yeah, go on.  You're alright.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Blue makes tea for two.  Stirs in milk.  Adds some booze from 
a bottle of Bells by the kettle.

BLUE
(calling out)

So, can I walk it?

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
Yeah, it's a hop and a skip.

(chuckles)

BLUE
What you laughing at?

She carries the cups out into the main room.

INT. FLAT - DAY

CYNTHIA
Used to be a grand house it did.  A 
proper pad.

She passes Blue an address written on a Post-it note.  Blue 
glances at it as she hands Cynthia her tea, then sits on the 
rug by an electric fire.

CYNTHIA (CONT'D)
One of the best this side of the 
pier.

Blue looks up.

BLUE
What, a brothel?

CYNTHIA
Yeah.  Best dressed girls in 
Brighton, they were.  I was only a 
titch back then, 'course.  But my 
nan.  

9.
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She used to tell me stories about 
that place!  The Pells.  La-di-da!  
Joy girls, she called 'em.  Or 
curbstone fairies, ones on the 
street.

BLUE
Curbstone fairy!  Why can't I be 
called that?

Cynthia smiles.  Pimp to her call-girl.

CYNTHIA
He's gonna pay you up front, love.  
Hundred and forty for straight.  
And I told him an extra ten if he 
wants to touch your Mary.  That all 
right?

BLUE
(nods)

He sound alright?

CYNTHIA
Yeah.  Nice spoken too.  Called 
Bill.

She turns her attention back to the television.

BLUE
(re. horse race)

You got money on it?

CYNTHIA
Nah. Mug's game, that.

(beat)
Want to put your face on?  Do your 
slap?

BLUE
Yeah, I will in a minute.

They both sit watching the horse race.  Sipping tea.

Over this, we hear an intercom BUZZER go off, then...

BILL'S VOICE (V.O.)
(over intercom)

Hello..? 

EXT. THE PELLS - BUZZER - SAME TIME

ALEC stands by the outside door.

ALEC
(into intercom)

It's Alec.  

10.
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BILL (V.O.)
(over intercom)

...  Alec?!

ALEC
'Course it is, you cock!  Come on, 
let us in.  Freezing my knackers
off, aren't I...

He gloves the door open as the buzzer goes off.

INT. UPSTAIRS LANDING - DAY

Alec's younger brother BILL opens the flat door as the lift 
stops outside on the landing.  He's early 30's, looks late-
20s. Not handsome exactly, but an attractive man, much less 
'in your face' than Alec.  

Alec slides back the gate and steps out of the lift.  Bill is 
clearly a bit thrown by his brother's surprise visit.

BILL
What's happened?

ALEC
I had the estate agents on the 
phone, didn't I.  Dragging me down 
here.  Where you been?

BILL
Nowhere.  Just down at the boat 
float.  Working on a job.  Weren't 
they supposed to be measuring up 
yesterday?

Alec struts past into the flat.  

INT. FLAT - ENTRANCE HALL - CONTINUOUS

Tosses his coat over a big Victorian radiator.

ALEC
Yeah.  Some girl did it.

Bill follows him inside and closes the door.

BILL
(nods, remembering)

It was a girl when I dropped a key 
in to them.

ALEC
Well, something frightened the tits 
off her apparently.

11.
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BILL
What?

Alec laughs.

ALEC
I know.

BILL
What was it?

ALEC
God knows.  Spider, probably.  But 
she says ghost.

Bill gives him a look - you're joking.

ALEC (CONT’D)
Straight up.  She walked in here.  
Ran out screaming.

(beat)
Go on, give us a swig of that.

He gestures to a bottle of spirits on the sideboard.  Bill 
hands it over.

Alec glances at him sideways.

ALEC (CONT'D)
Wasn't you, was it?  Pissing about?

BILL
Course it wasn't.  I was out all 
day.

ALEC
Yeah, I know, I know. It's all 
bollocks.

(beat, takes another swig)
See you're getting packed up.

He gestures to the packing crates by the door.

BILL
(nods)

Slowly.

ALEC
Don't worry about it.  You're 
alright till the end of the month.

BILL
Is it going to be a problem?

ALEC
What?

12.
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BILL
This girl.

ALEC
Nah. They won't tell anyone.  
Wouldn't be in their interest, 
would it?  Don't want any funny 
rumours flying around.  Lose their 
commission.

BILL
What did she see?

ALEC
Nothing!

BILL
So what happened?

ALEC
They use those gadgets with laser 
beams to measure the rooms.  Like 
those guns, you know?  With the red 
dot.

He moves his finger around his shirt to make the point.

ALEC (CONT'D)
And something broke the beam 
apparently.

BILL
What?  A person?

ALEC
(nods)

That's what she's saying, anyway.  
But these things can play up, can't 
they?

Bill shrugs - suppose so.

ALEC (CONT'D)
What?  Don't tell me you've seen 
something.

BILL
What, a ghost in here?!  No, 
nothing like that.

Alec nods and smiles, relieved.

ALEC
Good.  Beause I need the money, 
don't I...  So I can pay the leech 
off before she bleeds me dry.

(beat)

13.
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You got anything I can eat?  I'm 
starving.

Bill nods.  A slightly nervy look in his expression.

BILL
Sure.

(beat)
Got a meeting at three though.

Alec heads off down the corridor towards the kitchen.  Bill 
follows.

CUT TO:

EXT. BRIGHTON SEAFRONT - DAY

Blue walks along the seafront.  Lots of make-up on her face 
now, but not in a tawdry way.  She looks beautiful.  A harsh 
wind whistles off the sea, flapping at her stockinged legs.  
She's wearing cool sexy clothes, nothing you'd call 'slut-
wear'.

She turns into the street of terraced Regency houses, starts 
looking for The Pells.

EXT. THE PELLS - DAY

Blue walks up to the door just as ALEC COMES OUT.  He runs 
his eye over her as they pass.  Clocks her skirt and heels.

He sneaks a look back over his shoulder as she studies the 
intercom panel by the door.  Alec shakes his head with a wry 
smile and walks off.  Meeting, my arse.

Blue presses one of the buttons.

BILL'S VOICE
(over intercom)

Hello?

BLUE
(into intercom)

Yeah, got a three o'clock with you.

BILL'S VOICE
(over intercom)

Come on up.

He buzzes her in.

INT. UPSTAIRS LANDING - DAY

Blue walks up the stairs.  Crosses the landing to the front 
door.

14.
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It's slightly open.

BLUE
Hello?

BILL (O.S.)
(calls out)

It's open...  Come in.

Blue steps inside the door.

INT. ENTRANCE HALL - DAY

She waits by the doorway.  Looks around, a little 
uncomfortable.  It feels austere to her.

BILL (O.S.)
Sorry, I'll be out in a sec.  Have 
a seat.

Blue's eye goes to the row of Victorian chairs, lined up 
against the wall.

Like the estate agent, she's fooled by them until she sits 
down and touches the mirror.

She looks up as Bill appears from the drawing room, subtly 
scrutinizing him in the way an experienced call-girl must.  
First impressions are vital in this game, where the threat of 
violence goes with the territory.

But Blue feels a wave of reassurance here.  Bill seems a bit 
shy maybe, but dignified and polite.  And willing to make eye 
contact.  Which is always a good sign.

BILL (CONT’D)
Sorry to keep you waiting.

BLUE
I like this.

She gestures to the chairs.

BILL
Oh, that.  Old Victorian parlour 
trick.

BLUE
I fell for it.

BILL
Reminds me of a waiting room.

(beat)
Do you want to come through?

BLUE
Yeah, in a minute.

15.
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She waits where she is.

BILL
Oh, right.  Of course.

He takes out his wallet.

BILL (CONT'D)
One fifty?

BLUE
Yeah.

He hands her the cash.

BLUE (CONT'D)ND
Shall I come through, then?

Bill nods, self-consciously.  

BILL
Sorry, yes, of course.  

He ushers Blue into the main drawing room.

INT. DRAWING ROOM - DAY

There's some food left over on the table.  Some of it on 
plates.  Bottle of chilled wine, half-full.  Blue gives the 
room a quick once-over.  Looks at the table.  Then gives Bill 
a look.

BLUE
Can't see any kind of bed.

BILL
No.

His body language is defensive and shy.  Blue is used to 
reading subtle signs of aggression, impatience, jealousy or 
guilt but Bill shows none of those.

BLUE
What, then?

(beat)
You payin' me to watch you eat?

She nods to the table.

BILL
No, sorry, that was for my brother.  
He just left. 

(beat)
Help yourself, if you fancy 
something.

16.
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Blue finds this suggestion absurd.  But she can sense that 
Bill wants to bide his time. 

BLUE
No, I'm alright thanks.

BILL
How about a drink?

BLUE
If you like.

BILL
I'm going to.  I'm a bit-

(beat)
This isn't something I do a lot.

BLUE
(shrugs)

I do.

Bill smiles, slightly embarrassed.  

BILL
(beat)

What can I get you?

BLUE
Some of that.

She nods to the bottle of chilled wine.  Bill pours her a 
glass.

Blue looks around the big room.  Can't put her finger on it, 
but something is gnawing at her about it.

She crosses to the French windows.  Peers through the 
shutters onto the balcony.

BILL
Want to have a look at the view?

BLUE
No, but I'll have a smoke.  If I'm 
having a drink.

Bill hands her the glass, then pulls back the shutters.  He 
opens the French Windows and they go out onto the balcony, 
shrouded in blurry fog.

EXT. BALCONY - DAY

Bill lights Blue's cigarette, then one for himself.  A light 
breeze flutters the smoke.

Blue looks around.  Sees a lot of stubs on the balcony.

17.
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BLUE
You're not allowed to smoke inside, 
are you?

She catches his eye.  A knowing look.

BILL
(beat, smile)

How did you guess?
(nods)

Strictly prohibited.  My brother 
owns it.

(beat)
My landlord.

BLUE
You moving in or out?

Bill glances at her.  She doesn't miss much.

BILL
(beat)

He's selling up.  What do you think 
of it?

BLUE
Be a good party flat.  If you could 
smoke in it.

Bill smiles again.  A little more comfortable now.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Do you know what it used to be?

BILL
What do you mean?

BLUE
My boss told me.

BILL
What?

BLUE
A brothel.

Bill looks at her, amazed.

BILL
Seriously?

BLUE
Yeah.

They both laugh.  A proper laugh.  

BILL
That who I spoke to?  Your boss.

18.
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BLUE
Yeah.

BILL
She tell you anything else about 
it?

BLUE
Nah. Other than it was all posh 
back then.  

BILL
But nothing else?

BLUE
No, why?

BILL
It's got a secret room.

BLUE
(surprised)

BILL
Just out there.  Where you came in.  
I don't think anybody knows it's 
there.

BLUE
How did you find it?

BILL
By accident.

(beat)
Do you think I should tell my 
brother?  

BLUE
Or you could just stay there and 
not tell anyone.

Bill smiles.

BILL
I could.

(beat)
Do you want to see it?

Blue gets a lot of strange requests in this business.  But 
this is a new one.  And there's something quite infectious 
about Bill.  She shakes her head, slightly bemused.  But 
slightly intrigued too.

BLUE
Go on, then.

He heads back inside to show her.  Blue watches, still 
smoking.

19.
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INT. ENTRANCE HALL - DAY

Bill points up at the ceiling just outside the drawing room 
door in the hallway.

BILL
(calling over)

See the coving...

EXT. BALCONY - DAY

Blue can't.

BLUE
What...?

She steps back inside and crosses the room to the entrance 
hall.  

INT. ENTRANCE HALL - DAY

Bill gestures to the ornamental ceiling frieze where it runs 
into the wall.

BILL
Goes through the wall.

(beat)
Must have been when the house was 
chopped up into flats.  Back in the 
seventies.  Look, it's a dividing 
wall.

He taps it, then opens the front door.  Gestures across the 
landing toward the lift.

BILL (CONT'D)
Originally it was one huge room.  
The lift was even part of it.  

Blue looks across, vaguely following the strip of frieze to 
the lift.  Nods.

BILL (CONT'D)
That's when I noticed another wall.

INT. LANDING - DAY

Bill steps outside the flat onto the landing and moves one of 
the armchairs to get to the wall.

BILL
Here.  See?  It's too close.

Blue can't really tell.

20.
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BLUE
If you say so.

BILL
I didn't notice at first either.

(beat)
Look...

He runs his hand along the original oak dado rail.

The wood's thick polish has dulled with age.  Apart from one 
patch, where it's slightly worn.

Bill presses his fingers against this part.  Feels a slight 
play in the wood.  

He applies more pressure, slides his fingers to the right.  
The dado rail slides with them, revealing an EBONY HANDLE 
tucked in the space behind.  

Bill twists it and pushes in.  The outline of a secret door 
reveals itself in the striped wallpaper.  

Bill opens the door.

INT. SLEEPING ROOM - DAY

Bill and Blue look into the windowless chamber, roped with 
cobwebs and layered with the dust of a long-abandoned room.  
A murky pool of light spills in from the landing, so it's 
hard to make out much detail.

BILL
Like going back in time, isn't it?

Blue wrinkles her nose at the musty smell.  Decades of 
neglect and stillness permeate.

BLUE
Glad I don't have to sleep in it.

BILL
(nods)

BLUE
What's that?

She nods towards an old ARCADE MACHINE standing in the 
shadows.  It's a Mutoscope, a Victorian "What the Butler Saw" 
contraption.

BILL
Some kind of movie viewer, I think.  
I remember seeing something like it 
on the end of the pier when I was a 
kid.
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BLUE
What's it doing in here?

BILL
No idea.

BLUE
Does it work?

BILL
I don't think so.  There's no reel.  
Seen better days, too.

Blue looks around the cramped, sickly-lit space.  Shivers.

BLUE
Could always use it as a smoking 
room.

Bill nods, smiles.  

A few moments of silence pass.

BLUE (CONT’D)
So, any other rooms you want to 
show me?

Bill laughs. 

FADE TO:

INT. BILL'S BEDROOM - DAY

The room is dark, save for a little lamp by the side of the 
bed.  It almost feels like a touch of modesty.

Blue sits on the edge of the bed, half-undressed.  Bill's in 
the middle.  

He looks embarrassed and humiliated.

BLUE
(gently)

It happens.
(beat)

All the time.

BILL
I doubt that.

(beat)
But thanks anyway.

BLUE
It's not your fault.
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BILL
So what do you suggest I do 
different next time?

BLUE
(shrugs)

Different girl?

Silence.  It's excruciating.

Blue waits for Bill to say something.  He senses it.

BILL
Am I on a meter?

BLUE
No.

(beat)
Can't give you a refund, though.

BILL
I didn't mean that.

BLUE
I know.

(beat)
I'll lie with you a bit if you 
like.

She lies back on the bed beside him.  He stares up at the 
ceiling.  

BILL
Jesus.  Can't even fill a condom.

He laughs.  She joins in, sympathetic.  Even feels a bit 
sorry for him.  He's likeable.

BILL (CONT'D)
You know, when I was a kid, I 
couldn't do a piss in a public 
toilet.  Just stand there.

BLUE
Like stage fright?

BILL
(laughs, ashamed)

Yes, I suppose so.  

BLUE
Better wait a bit then.

(beat)
You want me to do something else?

BILL
(beat)

Can we talk?
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BLUE
About what?

BILL
I don't know.  Tell me something 
about you.

BLUE
Can't do that.  Not allowed.

BILL
What, nothing?

BLUE
Well, I can tell you what I'm 
thinking now.

BILL
Oh God, please don't.

BLUE
No, you're alright.  I was just 
thinking something feels familiar 
about this place.  Like I've been 
here before.

BILL
(looks at her)

Really?

BLUE
Yeah, I get that feeling sometimes.

BILL
Like deja-vu?

BLUE
Yeah, sort of.  Don't know why.

BILL
Maybe you have been here before.

BLUE
I can't remember if I have.

BILL
I'd remember you.

BLUE
Yeah, and I'd remember you.

Bill squirms.  Self-consciously touches the mole above his 
lip.

BLUE (CONT’D)
(noticing)

Lot of people would pay good money 
for one of them.
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BILL
Oh?

He covers it, shy.  

BLUE
Yeah, why?  Don't you like it?

(beat)
I'll have it.

BILL
I grew a moustache for a while.  To 
hide it.

BLUE
What, in Brighton?!

He nods, laughs again.

BILL
Must admit it did give off the 
wrong signals a bit.

BLUE
Hello sailor!

They laugh.

BLUE (CONT'D)
I love it when you see those big 
taches on American blokes.  Like in 
Alaska.  They've all got them.

BILL
Be popular here.

BLUE
I'd pay to see that.

BILL
You like that look, eh? A good 
handlebar.

BLUE
No!  Well, it's funny.  But it 
doesn't do it for me.  Not like 
that.  I had a punter pull a dirty 
Sanchez on me once.  Put me off 
them for good.

BILL
Dirty what?

BLUE
Stuck his fingers up my arse, wiped 
'em cross my face.  Bastard.
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BILL
Do you get that kind of thing a 
lot?

BLUE
No, I won't have it.  I've had 
blokes try to squirrel me, seagull 
me, all kinds of pervy stuff.  But 
if anyone tries anything now, I 
just say I'll tell Cynthia.

BILL
She a twelve foot tranny, or 
something?

BLUE
More like a five foot granny.  But 
some of her clients are scary.  
Krays scary, you know?  Underworld.  
Cynthia knows them all.  Keeps them 
in her pocket.  Gets them out on 
special occasions.

BILL
Better not get on the wrong side of 
her, then.

BLUE
Yeah, you better be a good boy.

Pause.

BILL
Believe me, I'm trying.  Can you 
give me a bit longer?

He knows it sounds pathetic.  But Blue nods, a hint of 
compassion in her expression.

BLUE
Can I have a smoke?  While I'm 
waiting.

BILL
'Course.

(beat)
Sorry, is it all right if...

He means smoking outside.  Blue nods, reaches for her bag. 
Goes to the door.

EXT. CORRIDOR - DUSK

It's almost dark outside now.  Blue pads down the corridor.  
It's lit by a chink of streetlight slanting in through the 
window.
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INT. DRAWING ROOM - DUSK

A shaft of light leaks in through the shutters.  The room is 
lit only by this.

Blue comes in.  She moves into the half-light and opens the 
French doors.  Steps onto the balcony.

EXT. BALCONY - DUSK

Blue smokes, hugging herself in the chilly night air.  She 
gazes out into the milky darkness, trying to make out the 
sea.

She gradually becomes aware of a flickering light behind her 
in the flat.  Turning, she gazes back into the room.

The flickering light appears to be coming from the hallway.

Blue is perplexed.  She didn't put any lights on.  She stubs 
out her cigarette, goes back inside.

INT. DRAWING ROOM - DUSK

Blue crosses the room towards the flickering light.  Feels 
like a television is on out in the hallway.

INT. ENTRANCE HALL - DUSK

Blue comes into the entrance hall.  Her eye goes to the row 
of chairs in the shadows.

A HOODED MAN IS SITTING ON THE MIDDLE ONE.

Blue SCREAMS.

She leaps back and slams on the hall lights.

The bright wall-lights come on, burning out the flickering 
light.  Blue looks in shock at the chairs.

The man has disappeared.

We hear the sound of FOOTSTEPS RUNNING DOWN THE CORRIDOR.

BILL (O.S.)
(calling out)

Are you okay?  What happened?

Blue turns as Bill rushes into view.  She shivers, white-
faced, doused in shock.
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BLUE
I thought I saw somebody in the 
mirror.

BILL
What?  Who?

BLUE
I don't know.  I couldn't see a 
face...  He had a hood on.  It 
looked like he was sitting on one 
of the chairs.

Bill looks at the mirror.  The half-chair.  Blue stares at 
it, confused.  Rubs her eyes.

BLUE (CONT'D)
A light was flickering.

BILL
Which one?

BLUE
I don't know.  It isn't doing it 
now.

She looks around.

BILL
This is crazy.

BLUE
I'm not making it up!

BILL
That's not what I meant.  It's the 
same thing my brother was going on 
about.

BLUE
He saw something?

BILL
No, the estate agent did.

BLUE
What?

BILL
I don't know.  Something.

BLUE
Well, you live here.  Don't you 
know?

BILL
No!  I've never seen or heard 
anything.  Nothing!
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BLUE
Well, somebody was right there.  On 
that chair.  Swear to God.

Bill starts looking around.  Checks the rooms.  Checks 
outside.

BILL
I promise you, there's definitely 
nobody here now.  Nothing at all.

(beat)
Do you want a drink or something?  

BLUE
No.  I better go.

INT. LANDING - DUSK

Bill escorts her to the lift.  Presses the "call" button.

BILL
(beat, low)

Can I see you again?

Blue hesitates.  Distracted.

BLUE
I don't know.  The way it went, you 
probably don't want to, right?

BILL
No, I do.

BLUE
Oh.

BILL
How do I find you?

BLUE
Call Cynthia.  Tell her you want to 
see me again.

BILL
Okay.

The lift arrives.  Bill opens the gate and Blue gets in.

INT. DRAWING ROOM - DUSK

Bill glances around the room.  Sees the French windows are 
still open.

He crosses the room and closes them.  He hesitates, then 
opens them again and goes out onto the balcony.
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EXT. BALCONY - DUSK

Bill looks down and watches Blue melt away into the misty 
dusk.  He looks strangely exhilarated.

CUT TO:

EXT. BRIGHTON SEAFRONT - NIGHT

Fingers still trembling, Blue rattles out a number on her 
mobile phone.  The call goes through to voice-mail.  She 
curses.

EXT. DUKES MOUND - NIGHT

Blue hurries through a series of graffiti-smattered 
underpasses connecting the seafront to the marina.  

She crosses the road at the end and walks along a line of 
parked cars opposite a deserted kids playground and “crazy 
golf” course.

She stops at an ICE CREAM VAN parked nearby in the shadows.

She puts her face to the glass, tense.

BLUE
Hey, Glenny, you in there?

No answer.

Blue taps the window.  Then harder, using a ring on her 
finger.

The ICE-CREAM MAN, GLENNY, mid-20's, dreadlocks, slides open 
a side window.  They know each other but both play it down. 

GLENNY
What you wake me for?

BLUE
To put a smile on my face.

GLENNY
Can you hear the plinky plonky
music playin’? No?  Maybe that’s 
cos it’s dark, it’s freezin’ and I 
ain’t open.  Not for 99’s, not for 
lollies, ‘an definitely not for Big 
Worm Whippies!  

BLUE
Please, Glenny.  Please.
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GLENNY
Please what?  Cos you wanna get 
blazed up and can’t be assed to 
wait till I’m open.  Go back to 
your couch, come back when it looks 
like I sell ice-cream.

BLUE
I’ll pay you double.

GLENNY
Fuckin’ shameless, you are, Blue.

He sighs, knowing Blue isn’t going to leave.  He exits the 
ice-cream van and leads her over to the hut at the side of 
the crazy golf venue.

EXT. CRAZY GOLF HUT - NIGHT

Glenny unlocks the hut and disappears inside.

Through the crack in the door, we see him slipping a pair of 
heroin wraps into a folded paper napkin.

He comes back out and hands the napkin to her.

Blue quickly pockets it.  Pays him, using the money she just 
got from Bill.

GLENNY
So, why you here?  You ain’t got no 
job tonight, no shit to do?

BLUE
Don’t ask.

GLENNY
Way I like it.

Blue slips away into the dark.

CUT TO:

EXT. WHITEHAWK ESTATE - NIGHT

Blue uses a door to the side of a laundrette.  Goes up a 
concrete flight of steps to the flat above.  She still looks 
freaked out.

INT. BLUE'S FLAT - NIGHT

The flat is small, private and personal.  Blue doesn't bring 
clients here.
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Her answer machine is flashing.  She takes her coat off and 
plays the messages.  The first one is from a young man, CARL, 
who sounds drunk.

CARL (V.O.)
(singing)

If I gave you half a crown, would 
you take your knickers down?

(switches to speech)
Of course you would, Blue.  Cos 
you're a dirty little whore, aren't 
you girl...  

Blue hits the delete button.  Another message kicks in, same 
voice.

VOICE ON MESSAGE
Blue, baby, I'm sorry.  I didn't 
mean none of that.  Was drunk.  
What I meant to say was...

(reverts to singing)
How much is that doggie in the 
window? 

(laughs)

Blue hits delete again.  Repulsed by it.  

She quickly stops any more, and goes to the tiny open-plan 
kitchen.  

She roots around for a roll of foil.  Tears off a strip and 
folds it into a rectangle.  She moulds another strip around a 
pencil and makes a straw.

Then she puts some music on, trying to steady her nerves.

She goes over to the sofa with a low coffee table in front. 
She empties one of the wraps she just bought onto the foil,  
gets her lighter from her bag and heats the foil from 
underneath, cooking the heroin until it smokes.

She inhales the smoke through the foil straw, chasing the 
dragon.  Afterwards, she melts back into the sofa and sings 
an old ska song - You're wondering now. She sings it from 
the bottom of her heart, eyes glistening with tears.

BLUE
(sings)

You're wondering now, what do do, 
now you know,
this is the end.

You're wondering how, you will pay,
for the way you did
behave.
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You're wondering now, what to do,
now you know,
this is the end.

She drifts into a stupor as the full effect of the drug kicks 
in.

FADE TO:

INT. BLUE'S FLAT - NIGHT

Blue lies on the sofa, completely out of it.

A strange flickering light strobes the room.  Like a TV 
light, but the set is off.  This is something else...

Blue slowly wakes up, unsure of her surroundings.  She gazes 
at the wall with its striped wallpaper.  It seems familiar 
but somehow out of place.

Through her eyes, the wallpaper is almost moving.  Blue 
shakes her head, sensing that she's still hallucinating.  

Her pupils, already wide from the drugs, are like saucers 
now.

She stays frozen to the spot, staring at the wall.

One of the vertical stripes appears to widen slightly, as 
though part of the wall is coming open.  A piece the size of 
a door suddenly GROANS OPEN, revealing a secret door like the 
one in the secret room.  

Now Blue knows she's hallucinating.  She tries to tear her 
eyes aware from it.

But a pair of glinting eyes are visible in the darkness 
within.  Staring at her.  As her eyes grow accustomed to the 
dark, Blue makes out the silhouette of a figure peering out 
at her from the gloom.

The flickering light intensifies and so does the tension 
coming off Blue.

She senses that the hooded man is in the flat with her.

Blue attempts to break the deadlock, to drag herself off the 
sofa, throw on the lights, anything to show it's all in her 
mind.

But she's too scared to move.  And suddenly the SHADOWY 
FIGURE LURCHES FORWARD OUT OF THE VOID, GROPING FOR HER IN 
THE DARKNESS.

BLUE CLUTCHES AT HER THROAT AND CRASHES TO THE FLOOR.

She manages to drag herself to the door, choking.
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Throws on the lights.

Revealing only herself.  She looks frantically around the 
room.  There's nobody there.  Only the disruption she caused 
falling off the sofa.

Her eyes come to rest on her reflection in the mirror.  She 
has marks on her neck.  

Are they self-inflicted?  

She isn't sure.

INT. BLUE'S FLAT - LATER

Blue sits on the sofa with her knees drawn up under her chin.  
She's staring out of the window, smoking a cigarette.  Dark 
circles under her eyes. 

The digital clock on the cooker glows 1 a.m.  

Her eyes go to her mobile phone.  It’s flashing a new 
message.  

She listens to the message.  

CYNTHIA (V.O.)
Blue, it’s Cynthia.  Gone midnight 
now...  Wondering why I ain’t had a 
visit from you.  Call me.   

Cynthia’s tone is loaded - not a message Blue can ignore.  
Her eyes go to the envelope from Bill, now mostly empty.

She tousles her hair.  Touches up her make-up.  There's only 
one way to solve this.

CUT TO:

EXT. KEMP TOWN - NIGHT

Blue touts for business.  She walks down a murky back street, 
stilettos click-clacking.  The street is lined with parked 
cars.  Concrete walls smeared in graffiti. A pair of seagulls 
picking at an overflowing bin.

She suddenly has the feeling of being watched.

She looks around, feeling eyes on her.  Her gaze comes to 
rest on a BLACK CAR parked just ahead by the kerb.

A SILHOUETTED MAN waits in the car, watching her.  

Blue starts fingering her knuckles.  Looking CLOSER, we see 
that she’s twisting her RINGS round, exposing rougher, pitted 
edges to them.  
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She clenches her fist, and the rings glint in the darkness 
forming a lethal knuckle-duster, and we understand this - 
Blue knows how to look after herself.

She slows down as the man opens the window.  Her expression 
softens.  She leans in.

BLUE
Alright, Christie?

CHRISTIE sits in the driver's seat.  Late 60's, Brylcreem
hair, boxer's nose.  Doorman's jacket.

CHRISTIE
Alright Blue, what you up to?

BLUE
What's it look like?

She twists her rings back round to the smooth sides. 

CHRISTIE
(beat)

Cyn know?

BLUE
She doesn't need to know.

She lights a cigarette.  Christie nods.

CHRISTIE
You still with that Carl bloke?

BLUE
No.  And Cyn doesn't need to know 
about that, neither.  She likes me 
single, and that's how it ends up 
with most blokes anyway.  

CHRISTIE
Alright.  I won't say anything.  
But you don't have to do this.  You 
should come and work for me.

Blue rolls her eyes.

BLUE
Come on, Christie.  You work for 
Cynthia.

CHRISTIE
No I don't.  I'm just a client.  
Help out a bit.  Got a stake in the 
Italian, you know that.

BLUE
Few tips aren't gonna cut it for 
me, Christie.  I don't do what I do 
for jollies, do I?
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CHRISTIE
You need help to get clean, you 
only got to ask.  Okay?

BLUE
I am clean.

(beat, off Christie's 
look)

I'm clean.

A pair of DRUNKEN BLOKES, picking up on the conversation, 
snigger as they go past, disparaging and offensive "smells 
clean to me", "yeah, love the hum of yer cunt, luv!".  

Blue straightens up, turns after them.

BLUE (CONT’D)
What did you say?

They ignore her, laughing and swapping wisecracks.  Blue 
calls after them.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Think you can just go about 
insulting people, do you?  Talk 
about my cunt?

DRUNKEN BLOKES
For sale, ain't it?  Smells like 
it!

BLUE
(to the men)

Like what?

DRUNKEN BLOKES
Pot pourri.

They crack up.

BLUE
Fuck off!  I'm not that cheap!

The blokes cackle as they swagger away.

Christie's out of the car now, worked-up.  Blue blocks him.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Nah, you're alright.  Just boys 
boozed up, having a laugh.

CHRISTIE
You shouldn't be out here.  Not on 
your own.

BLUE
I can look after myself.
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CHRISTIE
You say that.  But if you get a 
man, a well-made man, looking for 
trouble...

BLUE
I'll kick off my shoes and run like 
fuck! Come on, Christie, get back 
in the car will you.

Christie backs down, gets back in the car.

BLUE (CONT'D)
I'll see you later, alright.

CHRISTIE
But you'll think it over?

BLUE
(beat)

Yeah, I'll think about it.  I 
promise.

Blue continues along the street, tight skirt and heels.  
Christie watches her go in his wing mirror.  Worried about 
her.

FADE TO BLACK.

FADE BACK UP:

EXT. BRIGHTON MARINA - MORNING

A misty, cold morning.  We see a line of boats, veiled in 
milky shrouds.  Most are covered up for winter, tethered to 
moorings on the maze of gangways, bobbing gently in the 
water.

A light rain is falling.  The familiar sound of the foghorn 
echoes in the distance.

EXT. BOAT - MORNING

The boat is undergoing restoration and raindrops patter on a 
piece of temporary tarpaulin stretched over the wooden canopy 
above.

Bill is working on the side of the boat, replacing a 
porthole.  As he leans further over the side, he loops a rope 
around his waist and ties himself to a cleat for safety, 
using a quick-release knot, the kind wild west cowboys use in 
films to tether their horses.

His mood is upbeat, his expression contented.

CUT TO:
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EXT. FLAT - MARINE SQUARE - DAY

Blue buzzes Cynthia's flat in the rain.  Pushes inside as the 
door opens.

INT. FLAT – MARINE SQUARE - DAY

Blue lets herself in.  Makes her way through into the main 
room, dabbing her face dry.  

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
You're popular.

BLUE
Am I?

She takes Bill's envelope out of her bag, now filled with 
cash, and hands it over.  Cynthia's in her usual chair, in 
front of the electric fire.

CYNTHIA
I should say.  Booked you in again, 
he has.  And that was before ten!  
Alright, was he?  Treat you proper?

BLUE
Yeah.  Nicer than most.  Makes a 
change!

(beat) 
Fancy another cup?

She nods to Cynthia's teacup.

CYNTHIA
Yeah, go on.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Blue boils the kettle.  Sniffs the milk.  Swigs some whisky 
from the bottle of Bells.

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
(from the other room)

So, did you tell him what it used 
to be?  That house.

BLUE
(raised voice, over the 
kettle)

Yeah, I did.  

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
What did he say?
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BLUE
He laughed.

(beat)
Told me something else about it 
too.  

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
Oh yeah?

Blue takes the kettle off the boil and fills the cups.

BLUE
It's got a secret room.

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
Secret what?

Blue pops in the bags, then puts them on a tray with the milk 
and carries everything out into the main room.

INT. FLAT - DAY

Blue passes Cynthia a cup.

BLUE
A secret room.  He showed me it.

CYNTHIA
Yeah, I thought it might.

BLUE
(surprised)

You what?

CYNTHIA
All the best broths did.  A place 
for the girls to kip when they 
weren't working.  Sleeping rooms, 
that's what they were called.  

BLUE
Bit over the top, isn't it?

CYNTHIA
That's Victorians for you!  
Everything behind closed doors.  
All buttoned up.  They even kept 
the legs on a table covered up in 
them days!

BLUE
Table?!

CYNTHIA
Oh yes!  Very correct.  Mind you, I 
wouldn't mind it like that again.  
All my girls under one roof.  
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Dressed up to the nines.  All fans 
and fannies!

BLUE
There's still a row of plush chairs 
in there.  Red velvet.

CYNTHIA
Lovely.

BLUE
Looks like five.  But it's a trick.  
There's only two proper ones.  The 
other's cut in half against the 
mirror.

CYNTHIA
Probably a two-way.

BLUE
What?

CYNTHIA
The mirror.  I bet it's a peeper. 
Have a look when you go back.

BLUE
How?

CYNTHIA
Hold your finger up to it.  So your 
nail's just touching.  Here, like 
this.

She holds Blue's painted fingernail against the TV screen so 
it's just touching the glass.

CYNTHIA (CONT'D)
Looks like there's still a gap 
between your nail and the glass, 
don't it?

BLUE
Yeah.

CYNTHIA
If it's a two-way, there's no gap.  
That's how you tell.  Used to have 
one over in Oriental Place.  In the 
lav. Very naughty.

She notices that Blue looks a little unsettled.

CYNTHIA (CONT'D)
You alright?  You gone a funny 
colour.
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BLUE
Yeah, well thought I saw something 
too, didn't I...

Cynthia raises her eyebrows.

CYNTHIA
Oh, not one of Blue's fuzzy 
feelings!

BLUE
This was different.  

CYNTHIA
What, felt eyes on you, did ya?  
Someone watching.

BLUE
Thought I saw something, yeah.

CYNTHIA
You look like you did!  Want a nip 
of somethin' in that?

She unscrews a flask on her lap.  Pours some whisky into 
Blue's cup.

BLUE
Thanks.

CYNTHIA
So, what did you see?

BLUE
Thought I saw somebody in the 
mirror.  On one of the chairs.

CYNTHIA
What, a figure?

BLUE
(nods)

CYNTHIA
Well, Brighton's full of ghosties, 
don't worry about that.  Lots of 
little skeletons packed into 
suitcases and floating down the 
sewers.  I've known a few like 
that!

She sips her tea.  It rattles in her throat.

CYNTHIA (CONT'D)
Peter the poof - lives upstairs - 
says we've got one here.  Fancies 
himself as a clairvoyant, he does.  
Silly old poof.
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BLUE
Have you ever seen anything?

CYNTHIA
Not with my eyes, luv! And my ears 
ain't much better.  Poor ghostie
don't stand much hope, does he?  
What about you?  Can you sense 
anything?  Maybe you got the gift, 
eh? The sight!

BLUE
I don't think so.  I just get the 
feeling I know places sometimes.  
Places I've never seen before.  

CYNTHIA
What are ya, "Born again Blue"?

BLUE
Nah, I don't believe in all that.  
Probably just my eyes playing 
tricks.

CYNTHIA
Best stick to turning tricks then, 
eh luv?

She pats Blue on the knee.  Blue nods, smiles.  But it's not 
what she's thinking.

CYNTHIA (CONT'D)
Give this Billy boy one more sesh.  
Then I'll send him another girl.

(beat)
You remember where it is?

Blue nods.

BLUE
Just one more thing...

(beat)
I know it's not the end of the week 
but-

CYNTHIA
Bit short?

BLUE
Bills all come at once.

CYNTHIA
Yeah, alright.  Just don't make a 
habit of it, that's all...

She stares at Blue through her milky cataracts.  Blue's not 
quite sure if she's being toyed with.
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BILL (V.O.)
She was right, that boss of yours.

CUT TO:

INT. THE PELLS - BILL'S FRONT DOOR - DAY

Bill opens the door to Blue.  Smiles.

He has packing crates stacked in the hallway.  Some filled 
with his belongings.

BLUE
About what?

BILL
This place.  There's a picture on 
the stairs.  Of the house back in 
its heyday. 

BLUE
Aren't you going to let me in?

BILL
I thought you might want to go out.

BLUE
Out where?

BILL
Along the seafront or something.  
After what happened, you know...  

He gestures behind him to the row of chairs in the entrance 
hall. 

BILL (CONT’D)
I need to go to a cash point 
anyway.  Show you the picture on 
the way out.

Again, Blue can sense he's more interested in her company 
than her body.  Still, easy work.

Bill comes out, pulling on his coat.

INT. STAIRS - DAY

Blue follows Bill down the sweeping staircase to a landing 
halfway down.

He gestures to a framed Victorian PICTURE on the wall.

It's a formal photograph of the household staff, slightly 
foxed with age spots and moisture under the glass over the 
years.
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Bill points out a distinguished-looking VICTORIAN COUPLE in 
the foreground with their two young CHILDREN.

BILL
According to this...

He runs his finger along the bottom of the picture, where 
some names are displayed in copperplate.

BILL (CONT'D)
We have...

(reading out loud)
Fiskin and Maeve Swannell, owners 
of the Pells, 1895 to 1924.

The man in the picture is tall and dark, dressed in military 
attire with breeches and stout leather gaiters.  His wife is 
in her Sunday best and the children are wearing sailor suits.

BILL (V.O.) (CONT’D)
And these are their children, 
George and Frederick.  The rest are 
all listed as 'in service'.

He indicates the group of servants standing to attention 
behind them.  They are headed by the HOUSEKEEPER, dressed in 
black, then all the MAIDS in starched cottons.

Flanking them are the FOOTMEN, gloriously attired in dark 
livery and crested hats.

Standing slightly apart at the edge of the photo is the 
BUTLER, dressed in a tailcoat.

Blue can't take her eyes off them.

BILL (CONT'D)
They look just like maids, don't 
they?  But look...

BLUE
Lipstick... Powder...  Jewellery.

She runs her finger across one of the maids, who is clearly 
wearing make-up and a string of pearls.

BILL
False eyelashes...  Low-cut 
dresses...

BLUE
Cynthia said it was one of the 
best.

(beat)
She knows what that secret room was 
used for, too.

Bill looks at her in surprise.
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BLUE (CONT’D)
It's called a sleeping room.

BILL
Sleeping?

BLUE
The girls used to sleep in them 
when they weren't working.  They 
had to make sure they kept out of 
sight, not all togged up.

(beat)
Can I borrow it, to show Cynthia?  
I'll bring it back.

BILL
Don't see why not.

Blue slips the picture off the wall and into her bag.

BLUE
I wonder if their kids knew.

BILL
Who knows.  Made a good show of it, 
though, didn't they?

BLUE
What do you mean?

BILL
You know...  Making themselves seem 
so respectable.

Blue looks at Bill, anger flaring in her eyes.  She's heard 
far worse insults but somehow, the way Bill said it really 
needles her.

BLUE
Respectable?

BILL
Yes.

BLUE
Aren't I respectable, then?!  Or do 
you think I'm low?  Beneath you?

BILL
That's not what I meant.

BLUE
What, then?

BILL
Well, just, if I had kids, I 
wouldn't want-
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BLUE
Their mum being a skanky whore.

BILL
I didn't say that.

BLUE
Yeah you did.  

(beat, stung)
I'd like to go to the cash-point 
now.  

EXT. SEAFRONT - DAY

They make their way along the boardwalk.  Blue remains tight-
lipped.

EXT. KEMP TOWN - DAY

Bill stands by the cash machine.

BILL
How much?

BLUE
Same.

Bill meekly takes out £150.  He hands it to Blue.  She tucks 
it into an envelope, licks it shut.

They start walking back down to the seafront.

EXT. FLAT - MARINE SQUARE - DAY

Blue stops outside Cynthia's block of flats.

BLUE
Wait here.

She goes over and posts the money through the door.

She comes back.

BILL
Can we walk back along the beach?

Blue shrugs "fine".  They cross the road and walk down the 
steps onto the windswept beach-front.

EXT. SEAFRONT - DAY

They walk along the boardwalk, cutting across the pebble 
beach.
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BILL
Come on, can't we talk about 
something?

BLUE
Don't care, so long as it's not 
about me.  You can't talk about me.

BILL
Well, there's nothing much worth 
saying about me.

BLUE
Fine.  Suit yourself. 

She continues on in silence, heels click-clacking along the 
boardwalk.

Several PASSERSBY vanish in and out of the mist, heading in 
the opposite direction.

Blue is momentarily distracted by an OLDER MAN, leaving a 
seafront CLUB with a younger woman.  This is FREDDIE 
FIVEWAYS, late-50's, one of Cynthia's network.  A short, 
barrel-chested terrier with a nose like ground beef and 
cheeks flecked with scars.

Blue glances back at him just as he flashes her a look.

A flash of recognition, then he's gone.

Bill senses that Blue has stopped.  He turns.  Can't see what 
she's looking at.

Blue doubles back, looking warily for Freddie Fiveways. But 
he's vanished, swallowed up in the swirling mist.

Relieved, Blue continues on along the boardwalk. Bill 
follows, bemused by her antics.

BILL
(over the wind)

Are you okay?

BLUE
Yeah.  Come on.

BILL
I'm sorry I offended you.

BLUE
Look, I'm not pissed off at ya.  
You're a nice bloke.  But I don't 
get it.  You dial a call girl.  I 
come round.  Twice.  You pay me to 
have sex.  It doesn't happen.  I 
don't mind.  It's your money.  
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But wouldn't you be better off 
trying a dating agency or 
something?  It's a lot cheaper.

(beat)
Why me?

Bill debates whether to spill his beans.  

Doesn't know whether to confide in her, whether he's lost her 
respect.  He scoops up a stone to throw.  A wave breaks 
nearby.  They're near the water's edge now, though it's 
blotted out.

Decides what the hell?

BILL
Because I was told to.  By a 
psychotherapist.

Blue bursts out laughing.

BLUE
Told you to shag a pro?

BILL
Told me my low sexual esteem would 
impede my chances at engaging in a 
normal relationship.  And my best 
shot at overcoming the problem 
would be to have sex with someone I 
wasn't going to form a relationship 
with. 

BLUE
And you paid honest money for that?

BILL
Quite a lot of money, actually.  
Over a course of months...

BLUE
On doctors and girls...

BILL
No, actually, you're the first.  It 
took me that long to build up the 
courage to-

BLUE
And I thought I was screwed up!

They're both laughing now, which echoes around them in the 
distorted lap of the surf.

BILL
What's your excuse?

She's not supposed to say.  But fuck that.  Bill's been 
honest with her.
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BLUE
Oh, you know, the usual.  Don't 
know who my dad is, or was...

(beat)
I know who my mum is.  But she 
doesn't know who I am.  That's cos 
she's off her head the whole time 
on crack.  Smoking dementia, I call 
it.  "Hi mum, it's Blue."  "Oh, hi, 
who the fuck's that?"

BILL
You're doing all right, though.

BLUE
Oh yeah, I'm the fairy princess.  
Look at me.  Not even 20, and 
sucking old men's dicks under the 
pier.  Yeah, exactly what I was 
hoping for!

BILL
Having that done to me under the 
pier when I'm old and grey.  I can 
only dream.

BLUE
So what are we walking around here 
for, then?

CUT TO:

INT. THE PELLS - DAY

Bill lies on the bed with Blue.  For whatever reason, it 
still hasn't worked between them.  Blue looks embarrassed for 
him.  He's squirming.

BILL
Who am I kidding?  This isn't going 
to work.  I'm an amateur!

BLUE
Just need to relax.

BILL
I can't.

BLUE
It's not your fault.  It's nobody's 
fault.

BILL
(beat)

Actually, I think it might be.  
Somebody's fault.
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BLUE
What do you mean?

BILL
My brother.

Blue gives him a look.  

BLUE
Why, what did he do?

BILL
Took it out on me.  

BLUE
Took what out on you?

BILL
The fact I like girls.

Blue wasn't expecting that.

BLUE
You mean he's gay?  

BILL
I don't know.  He's been married.   
But...  He's complicated.

BLUE
So what did he do?

(beat)
Try to-

(she means have sex with 
him)

BILL
No, no.  Nothing like that.  

He decides to confide in her.

BILL (CONT’D)
When we were young, Alec used me to 
amuse himself.  He was always 
bored, and took it out on me.  His 
little entertainments, he called 
it.  One of his favourite games 
involved showing me pictures he'd 
found in our dad's files.  Crime 
scene photos, really gruesome 
stuff.  He'd make me look at them 
at school.  Or in front of guests.  
But he did it so I was the only one 
who saw them...  You know, suddenly 
flash me a picture of a severed 
head, or a girl who'd been beaten 
up.  Or some poor bastard fished 
out of the sea, all bloated up.  
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And I'd be so shocked, I'd forget 
everything, my manners, where I 
was...  Everything.  And I'd get 
punished for it.  Alec couldn't get 
enough of it.  He loved it.

BLUE
Why didn't you say anything?

BILL
I did once.  And dad took his belt 
to him.  I begged him not to.  But 
he wouldn't listen.  And I've 
regretted it ever since.

BLUE
Why, what did he do?

Bill tries to laugh it off.  But he can't.  

BILL
Well, he didn't do anything until I 
thought he wouldn't do anything. 
Then, one day in the summer, we 
were alone and it was a really hot 
day, and he offered to take me 
swimming on a lake near a farm we 
knew.  

(lets out a slow breath)
He was fourteen, me a year younger.  
And when we got down to the lake, 
he took out a knife and made me 
take all my clothes off and stand 
by the fence.  It had a current 
running through it, to keep the 
sheep from getting out.  Anyway, he 
made be stand beside it.  Then he 
got out a magazine, started showing 
me pictures of girls with their 
clothes off.  And he told me it was 
a test to see if I could control 
myself.  But I couldn't.  I 
couldn't stop myself getting 
aroused, even though I knew it was 
going to touch the wire, I couldn't 
make it stop.  And it was agony.  
And Alec laughed and laughed, and 
told me I've never be anything but 
a useless dick because I had no 
control.

Blue is genuinely taken aback, shocked by the frankness of 
his confession.  Doesn't know how to respond. 

BILL (CONT’D)
Look, I'm sorry.  I shouldn't be 
unloading all this on you.
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Blue responds by kissing him on the mouth.  At first it's a 
pity kiss, but then something changes between them...  He 
kisses her back.  She kisses him again and he responds.  He 
draws her down onto the mattress, locked together, each kiss 
making them more desperate for the next.

They continue to kiss and make love this way.  No sex.  Just 
kissing.

Afterwards, Blue is nervous.  She's crossed a line.  Flushed 
and nervy, she pulls away.  Bill looks at her, confused.

BLUE
I shouldn't have done that.

BILL
Why not?

BLUE
Because it's the one thing I'm not 
allowed to do.

BILL
What, kissing?

BLUE
Getting close to someone.  

(beat, flustered)
It's getting late.  I shouldn't be 
here.

BILL
What's the problem?  There's no 
harm done.  We could do it again.

BLUE
Even if I wanted to, I couldn't.  
That's the rules.

BILL
I'd pay you.  

Blue is scrambling now.  With her back to the wall, she 
panics and gropes for anything to hit back.

BLUE
(beat)

You can't afford it.

BILL
What?

BLUE
I saw your balance.  At the cash-
point.

She takes her hand back.
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BILL
At least let me have your number.  
So I can talk to you.

Blue starts putting on her coat.

BLUE
You can't call me.  I'll get in 
trouble.  

BILL
Can't I just text you?  Or email.  
I couldn't even find you on the 
internet.  

BLUE
Cynthia doesn't trust the internet.  
She won't let us use it.  

BILL
(scornful)

Do you do everything she says?

BLUE
(angry)

I don't have to listen to that.

BILL
I'm sorry, I didn't mean it.

BLUE
Stop saying you're sorry!  I can't 
stand people sayin' they're fucking
sorry all the time.

Bill looks hurt.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Fuck's sake, grow up.

(beat)
Just 'cause you're a loser don't 
mean you have to drag me down with 
you.  Look at ya, living alone in 
your bully brother's flat, spunking
money you can't afford on girls.  
Not that you can ever do it to them 
anyway.  Just so you've got someone 
to pour out your problems to.

BILL
I know you don't mean that.

BLUE
Yeah, you're right.  You're paying 
me to say whatever you want.  So 
what do you want to hear?
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BILL
That you'll call me.  Here, please 
take it.

He holds out a piece of paper with his number on it.  

Blue pauses, then takes it reluctantly.  She scoops up her 
bag and leaves the room. 

INT. ENTRANCE HALL - CONTINUOUS

Blue hurries down the corridor and crosses the hallway to the 
front door.

We see this from a view through the mirror, from inside THE 
SLEEPING ROOM.

Blue pauses, sensing that she's being watched.

She fumbles for the door with a shaking hand.  Wrenches it 
open and hurries out. 

INT. BILL'S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Bill hears the door slam.  He stays on the bed, alone and 
humiliated.  Smarting.

EXT. SEAFRONT - EVENING

It's dark now.  Blue checks her phone for messages.  One from 
Cynthia.

She heads off.

CUT TO:

INT. FLAT - MARINE SQUARE - EVENING

The main room is empty.  Cynthia sits at a dressing table in 
a bedroom just off the main room.  She's wearing a baby doll 
outfit, false eyelashes and her grey hair is tied in bunches.

A man crosses in front of her, getting dressed.  He's wearing 
a Thomas Pink shirt and tie but no trousers.  They are 
clamped in a Corby trouser press in the corner of the room.  
As he turns to attend to them, we see that he's CHRISTIE.

He looks up as Blue lets herself into the main room.  Winks 
at her.  Then pretends he's just seen her.

CHRISTIE
That you, Blue?
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Blue sees them both, framed in the bedroom doorway.  She 
shrinks back, feeling slightly awkward.

CYNTHIA
Pour us a glass, luv.

Blue nods, grateful for the distraction.

CYNTHIA (CONT'D)
There's some pink bubbly left.  By 
the sofa.

Blue finds the bottle on a tray.  Christie brings out their 
champagne flutes, still in his shirt-tails.

Blue fills Cynthia's glass first, the one smeared with 
lipstick.  The warm Cava bubbles back up the neck.

CHRISTIE
(sotto)

You alright?

He nods to her hand.  The shaky bottle work doesn't reassure 
him.

CYNTHIA
(calling out)

How'd you get on?

Christie catches Blue's eye, then goes over to Cynthia.  
Gives her the glass.

BLUE
What, just now?

CYNTHIA
Yeah, the Pells boy.  Didn't see 
anything this time?

BLUE
No, it was fine.

(off Christie's look)
Did Cyn tell you about the ghost?

Christie shakes his head.

BLUE (CONT'D)
I thought I saw something.

(beat)
Probably just imagining things.

CYNTHIA
White as tripe, she was.

(to Blue)
But it was alright this time.  
Nothing else happened?  In the 
flat.
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BLUE
No.  We just stayed in the bedroom.

CYNTHIA
That's funny.  'Cause Freddie 
Fiveways swears he saw you down the 
front.  With some bloke.

Blue freezes.  Feels herself flush.

BLUE
What?

CYNTHIA
Tall bloke.

Blue answers a bit too quickly.

BLUE
No.

CYNTHIA
So you weren't there?  Down by the 
sea.

BLUE
What, today?  

(playing for time)
No, wait a sec.  Yeah...  I forgot.  
We had to go to the cash-point.  
Didn't have any money, did he...  
And then we walked back along the 
seafront.

Cynthia smiles at Christie.

CYNTHIA
(taps her temple)

Thought Freddie gone soft up here 
for a sec!

CHRISTIE
(to Blue)

She thought you'd got a boyfriend 
on the sly.

Cynthia has been studying Blue.  Blue feels her cloudy stare, 
shifts uncomfortably.

CYNTHIA
That's cause he does feel like a 
boyfriend...  Got sweet on him, 
ain't'cha Blue?

Blue reels, feels herself blushing.  Utterly naked in 
Cynthia's laser stare.
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BLUE
(stammering)

No, no, I never...

CYNTHIA
Blue, Blue, Blue.  Sweetheart.  I 
been in this game a long time.  
Long time.  Seen everything, 
haven't I?  And in that time, I 
seen enough girls to know when they 
get sweet on a client.  Now, I'm 
happy to turn a blind eye to a lot, 
I don't mind a bit of drink, bit of 
drugs, but there's one rule you 
can't break.  You can't fall for 
'em.  Only a fool breaks the two 
visit rule.

Blue knows she can't hide it.  She just stands there, takes 
it.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
Say it.  Only a fool...  

BLUE
Breaks the two visit rule.

CYNTHIA
That's right.  You never see the 
same client more than twice.  Not 
concurrent, anyway.  Cause it can 
get complicated.  And that 
interferes with my business.  And 
if you interfere with my business, 
I interfere with you.

(beat)
So, you're not gonna contact him.  
And he's not gonna contact you.  He 
only contacts me, and I send him 
another girl.  Alright?

Blue nods, thinking desperately for a way to change the 
conversation.

BLUE
He gave me a picture.  Of the 
people who lived there.

CYNTHIA
The Pells?

BLUE
Yeah, have a look.

She pulls the old photograph out of her bag.  Christie 
studies it with great interest.  Sees the names along the 
bottom.
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And then one of the faces.

CHRISTIE
Fiskin Swannell. Well, fuck me old 
boots!

BLUE
You've heard of him?

CHRISTIE
What, "frisky" Fiskin Swannell?  
Course I 'ave! Anybody in the game 
knows that name.

CYNTHIA
(to Blue)

Told ya.  Pells was a palace back 
in them days.

CHRISTIE
Well, it was 'til Frisky got caught 
with his fingers in the till, so to 
speak.

CYNTHIA
Got a reputation, didn't he.

CHRISTIE
Couldn't help himself helpin'
himself to the merchandise.

He pretends to squeeze some tits.

CYNTHIA
Plums, plums!  As nice as your 
mum's!

CHRISTIE
Paid for it though, didn't he?

BLUE
What happened?

CHRISTIE
Slap and tickle turned into black 
'n blue, so the story goes.  
Started doing home-made movies!  
Didn't go down well with the other 
girls, apparently.  

BLUE
He filmed them getting hurt?

CHRISTIE
(nods)

Then some of 'em started 
disappearing...  
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And one day, they disappeared him!  
That was the rumours, anyway. 

BLUE
Was he ever found?

CHRISTIE
No.  Didn't expect to, neither.  
Not with that kind of reputation.

CYNTHIA
(turning to Blue)

You said there was a ghost in 
there!

She cackles.

CHRISTIE
Did it look like him?

BLUE
(ashen)

No, I couldn't see a face.

CHRISTIE
Just as well.  Nasty little boat, 
he had.  Look at him.

Cynthia chuckles.  Sees Blue's expression.

CYNTHIA
(to Blue)

Don't worry, luv. You done your 
stint.  And there's nothin' come in 
for you tonight, so you can have a 
day off tomorrow, how's that?

BLUE
Thanks.

CYNTHIA
And I do mean a day off, eh?  

Blue nods.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
Now get me another glass of that 
bubbly and moisten my mood up a 
bit...  And I'll have that picture, 
an' all... 

She gobbles down her bubbly and passes Blue her glass.

CUT TO:
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INT. BLUE'S FLAT - NIGHT

Blue sprinkles some of the her new drugs into a roll-up.  Her 
hands are trembling as she lights it.

She inhales quickly, desperate for the hit.  Desperate to 
escape.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. BRIGHTON PIER - NEXT DAY

A thick sea fret hangs over the pier, ghosting out most of 
the structure.

A SALVATION ARMY BAND are playing a tune down on the 
boardwalk below.  The sound is plaintive.

A few people pass back and forth and a merry-go-round turns 
gently in the background, its flashing colored lights blurred 
in the fog.

INT. WASHROOM - UNDER THE ARCHES - DAY

Blue is giving an OLDER CLIENT a hand-job in a fisherman's 
washroom under the arches.

OLDER CLIENT
Could go a bit faster.

BLUE
Who, me or the band?

The client chuckles, turns into a climax.

They finish up and Blue washes her hands in an old butler 
sink used for cleaning fish.

EXT. WASHROOM - UNDER THE ARCHES - DAY

The client exits the washroom first, stepping out onto the 
boardwalk.

He saunters past the Army band and drops a fiver in the 
collection bucket.  Then heads off under the pier.

A few moments later, Blue exits the washroom, closing the 
door behind her.
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EXT. BRIGHTON PIER - DAY

The pier is still wrapped in sea mist, muffling and 
distorting the sounds.  Blue stands beneath the colonnades 
and watches the band play for a bit.

Her eye drifts to the blur of diffused colored lights on the 
merry-go-round.  Boys and girls ride the horses, exhilarated 
expressions fixed to their ghosted faces.  They sail round in 
a blur, their muffled cries strangely warped in the fog.

And then, as the same faces come round again, Blue sees among 
them -- 

-- THE HOODED FIGURE.

She freezes in horror as he disappears out of sight, her 
breath pluming in the air.  

Blue watches, riveted as he comes back round into sight but 
there's no hooded figure, just a man in a beanie grinning at 
his daughter beside him. 

Shivering, Blue watches him go around another few times, 
enough to convince herself she was imagining it.  

Relieved, her attention drifts to a row of vaulted store 
rooms set into the sea wall below the pier.  Most are locked 
up for winter but one or two GALLERIES and ARCADES are open.

She strolls over, hands deep in her coat pockets.

She's drawn to an arcade under the buttresses of the pier, 
the MUSEUM OF PENNY SLOT MACHINES, rendered in Victorian 
Gothic letters.

Under the name, there's an illustration of a machine similar 
to the one she saw in the sleeping room.  Intrigued, Blue 
heads over.  The museum looks deserted.

Blue goes in.

INT. MUSEUM OF PENNY SLOT MACHINES - DAY

The little museum is packed with curios and arcade machines 
from yesteryear.  The air is thick with the atmosphere of a 
bygone age.

JIM WHIPPS (O.S.)
Need some money?

Blue turns to see the MUSEUM CURATOR, JIM WHIPPS, 50's. He's 
holding a tub filled with huge pre-decimalization pennies.
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BLUE
Oh right, yeah.  I'm just having a 
look for the moment...  Actually, 
you got any machines like that?

She gestures to the illustration.

JIM WHIPPS
What, the Mutoscopes?

(beat)
Only a couple left that still work.  
They're over there.

He gestures under one of the eaves to a pair of ANTIQUE 
MUTOSCOPE MACHINES.

They both head over.

JIM WHIPPS (CONT'D)
Turn of the century Victorian, 
these are.  Hundred years apiece.

Blue reads the logo.

BLUE
"What the Butler Saw".

JIM WHIPPS
Not too naughty by today's 
standards, but all the rage back 
then.  What Brighton was all about.  
Each one runs a minute, made up of 
lots of photographs.  Kind of like 
a flip book, you know?

He gestures to the cassette reel loaded in the top of the 
machine.

BLUE
Can I watch it?

JIM WHIPPS
Cost you.

He winks and hands her a couple of old pennies.

JIM WHIPPS (CONT'D)
Stick one in, then wind the handle 
while you watch.

Blue slots the penny in.  The Mutoscope gobbles it up with a 
rasp.  Blue starts winding the handle and peers down into the 
viewing hood.
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INT. VICTORIAN BOUDOIR - BRIGHTON, ENGLAND (1910)

In grainy sepia tones, a plump four-poster bed is seen center-
stage, canopied and shrouded in antique lace.

A HALF-NUDE VICTORIAN GENTLEMAN enters the room in stiff 
britches and a felt riding hat.  He raises a monocle to one 
eye, gazing eagerly around the room.

With a triumphant flourish he sweeps aside a swathe of the 
lace, revealing a young BRUNETTE on the other side of the 
bed.  She's wrapped in a fox fur stole.

TITLE CARD:
THE HUNT IS ON!

The gentleman proceeds to chase the woman around the bed.  
After several attempts, he catches the tail of her fur stole 
and gives it a stout tug.  The brunette unravels from the 
garment and flops face down onto the sprung mattress, kicking 
her legs in mock distress.

The gentleman assumes a position by the side of the bed next 
to the woman.  He hitches up her silk petticoats, exposing 
her bare behind, and proceeds to spank her with his leather 
riding crop.

TITLE CARD:
TALLY-HO!

The CLUNK of a spring brings down a shutter, the light goes 
out and the screen goes BLACK.

Blue straightens up and looks around, lost in thought.  

A HANDFUL OF FOREIGN STUDENTS has descended on the museum and 
Jim Whipps is caught up with them.

Blue goes over to the other machine.  Slots the other old 
penny in.

The movie starts and we see what Blue sees...

INT. VICTORIAN BOUDOIR - BRIGHTON, ENGLAND (1910)

As before, at the start of the film, WE SEE THE HOODED MAN 
PLAYING BLIND MAN'S BUFF.

Blue reels back at the sight of him.  He looks just like the 
hooded man she saw on the chair in Bill's flat. She stares 
at him in amazement and horror, until something else starts 
to dawn on her.  She moves closer to the screen, eyes 
widening...  

With shaking hands, she takes out her phone...
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She hesitates, suddenly aware of several pairs of students' 
eyes on her, watching and JABBERING excitedly, whispering and 
giggling.

She waits for them to go, then replays the peepshow movie and 
films it with the phone camera pressed to the viewing glass.

Over this, the ringing of a telephone.

BILL (V.O.)
Hello?

BLUE (V.O.)
... It's me.  Blue.

CUT TO:

EXT. BRIGHTON SEAFRONT - DAY

Blue hurries along the promenade, footsteps ringing out.  She 
knows she shouldn't be calling Bill.  Not after Cynthia's 
thinly veiled warning.  But she can't help herself...

BILL (V.O.)
(beat, surprised)

I didn't think you'd call.

BLUE
(into phone)

Yeah, well something's happened.  I 
need to show you something.

BILL (V.O.)
Are you alright?

BLUE
(into phone)

No.  Can I come over?

CUT TO:

BILL'S FLAT - DAY

Blue shows Bill the Mutoscope film on her phone.

BLUE
It's just like him.  The man I saw 
sitting on the chair.

BILL
(amazed)

Are you sure?

BLUE
And it's not just him, it's the 
whole thing...  Look...
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She passes him the phone so he can see it better.

He looks closely at the hooded figure.  Instantly transfixed 
by it.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Can't you tell?

Bill plays it back and forth, staring intently at the images.

BILL
What?

BLUE
It's just like HERE.  It's the 
same.

She pauses the film on a wide shot of the room.  Stunned, 
Bill looks closely at the screen and we see what he sees.

The frozen image shows the walls and windows.

Bill looks back and forth from the screen to the room.

BLUE (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Look at the room.  The windows. The 
fireplace.  It's all the same kind 
of thing.

She's right.  Only the decor has changed.

BILL
You think it was filmed here?

BLUE
I don't know.  But I know he was 
making films here.  Cyn told me.  

BILL
Who was?

BLUE
That bloke.  The owner.  Used the 
girls in the house.  

BILL
(putting it together)

And watched them back on the 
projector.

(beat)
Do you think it's him?  In the 
hood.  Fiskin?

She nods.

Bill looks around uncomfortably.
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BLUE
I wondered why I couldn't get him 
out of my head.  And now I think I 
know.  He's still here, his memory, 
what he did, like a stain, if 
that's what a ghost is...  I need 
to get rid of it.  Of him.  

BILL
Why?

BLUE
Because I think he wants to hurt 
me.  Means me harm.

BILL
But why you?

BLUE
I don't know.  God knows.  Maybe 
because of who I am.  What I do.  
What he did to the girls before me. 

BILL
You think he hurt them?  

BLUE
I know he hurt them.  Had a 
reputation for it.  And there's a 
rumour he went too far.

BILL
...  Killed someone?

BLUE
And then they killed him.

Now Bill gets it.

BILL
In the house.

Blue sees his face.

BLUE
I know how it sounds.  But I know 
he's here.  I need to get rid of 
him.  

(rueful look)
Can't hide from a ghost, can you?

She turns to the hallway, addressing him out loud.

BLUE (CONT’D)
You're still here, aren't you?

(louder)
You're still here!
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Her words hang in the air, caught in the brooding atmosphere.

BILL
(beat)

How do we do it?

BLUE
I don't know.  Cynthia mentioned 
someone.  Would you be okay with 
it...  If I got someone here, to 
look?

She's shaking.  

Bill nods.

CUT TO:

EXT. FLAT - MARINE SQUARE - DAY

Blue stands outside Cynthia's block.  She presses the buzzer 
above Cynthia's.

PETER'S VOICE
(over intercom)

Hello?

BLUE
Oh hi, is that Peter?

PETER
(beat)

Who's this?

BLUE
I'm a friend of Cynthia's, 
downstairs?  I'm sorry to bother 
you, but she mentioned what you did 
and I was hoping I could talk to 
you about something.  That's 
happened to me.

Her tone is enough to cause him pause.  

PETER
(eventually)

Very well.  Top floor.

The door buzzes, and Blue goes inside.

INT. PETER'S FLAT - DAY

Blue sits on the edge of a sofa.  PETER, mid-60's, sits 
opposite her.  His body language is stiff and defensive, his 
manner slightly uptight and anxious.  
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PETER
This really isn't something I like 
people talking about.  There's 
enough of them whispering about me 
behind my back without thinking I'm 
some kind of psychic too.  

(beat, annoyed)
I take it Cynthia told you?

Blue nods.

PETER (CONT’D)
Well I wish she hadn't.  I don't go 
mouthing off about her.

BLUE
It wasn't like that.  She just said 
you thought there was... a spirit 
here.

PETER
(defensive)

There is a spirit here.  

BLUE
I believe you.

PETER
Why?

BLUE
Because I... sense things too.
A little.

PETER
How?

BLUE
I'm not sure exactly.  Glimpses of 
things...  Flashbacks.  That feel 
real.  Like Deja-vu, I suppose.

PETER
Is this what it's about?  Something 
you've seen.

Blue nods.

BLUE
In a flat along the seafront.  I 
saw a man in a hood sitting on a 
chair in the hallway.  Only for a 
second.  I'd never seen him before.  
And now I can't get rid of him.  In 
my dreams.  In the day.  And I'd 
probably put up with it if I wasn't 
scared.  
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PETER
Why?

BLUE
Because he's real.  Was real.  
I found a photo of him.  

(beat)
I think he wants to hurt me.

PETER
What on earth can I do?

BLUE
I don't know.  Reassure me that I'm 
not going mad.  See if you can 
sense something.

(beat)
I can pay you.

Peter looks peeved.

PETER
I don't do this for a living.  Give 
performances.

BLUE
(pitiful)

Please.

Peter looks at her.  Sighs.  Really doesn't want to.  But 
there's something in Blue's expression.

CUT TO:

INT. THE PELLS - LANDING - DAY

Blue comes up in the lift with Peter.

They get out.  Peter looks around the landing.  He still 
seems uptight but it's hard to tell whether it's something 
that he can sense, or simply his demeanor.

EXT. BILL'S FLAT - DAY

Bill opens the front door as Blue and Peter cross the 
landing.  They greet each other and Bill ushers them in.

BLUE
Should I tell you anything?

PETER
Nothing specific.  

BILL
Shall I show you around?
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PETER
Yes.

(to Blue)
It would be best if you-

BLUE
I'll wait out on the balcony.

INT. DRAWING ROOM - DAY

It's cold and foggy outside now, and the light is dim.

Blue crosses the room and steps out onto the balcony.  She 
lights a cigarette and gazes out into the murky light.

INT. CORRIDOR - DAY

Bill leads Peter around the flat.

PETER
Have you ever felt anything unusual 
about the place?

BILL
No, nothing really.  I mean, 
nothing that couldn't be explained 
away.  Must be a blunt tool.

He smiles.  Peter has warmed to him a little.

PETER
Not at all.  We're all blessed in 
different ways, I'm sure.  

Bill nods politely.

INT. DRAWING ROOM - DAY

Blue hears them coming into the room and steps back inside.

BLUE
I'll wait in the kitchen if you 
want.

No answer.  Blue looks around the room expectantly, assuming 
they didn't hear her.

There's nobody there.

She crosses the room, sensing their presence just outside the 
door.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Bill?
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INT. ENTRANCE HALL - DAY

She comes out into the hallway.  Looks for them.  Puzzled.

A flash of movement catches her eye.  She glances through the 
window looking out across the well-space, and sees BILL AND 
PETER GOING INTO THE BEDROOM ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE FLAT.

Blue sways back in shock, feels the hairs going up on the 
back of her neck.

Somebody is down this end of the flat with her.  

BUT NOT BILL OR PETER.

She spins around, heart clapping.

The hallway is empty.  Just the row of empty chairs.

But she can sense someone.  Standing very close.  Watching.

Out of the corner of her eye, a shadow grows behind her and 
she whirls back in a frenzy...

SCREAMS AS BILL AND PETER EMERGE FROM THE CORRIDOR.

Bill rushes over to Blue who's staring, dumbstruck, and 
unable to move.

BILL
What happened?  What is it?

PETER
What did you see?

BLUE
(breathless)

You.

BILL
What?

BLUE
I thought it was you.  

BILL
Where?

BLUE
Thought I heard you come in.

She nods to the drawing room.

Bill follows her gaze and looks past her into the drawing 
room.
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BILL
In here...?  

(beat, looking into the 
room)

Is there something in here?

And then...

PETER
No.  

(beat)
...  It's here.  

A chill in that.

Bill and Blue glance at each other.  The fear starts to creep 
back into her bones.  

BILL
What is?

PETER
There's something...  Attached.

(beat, to Blue)
Isn't there?  

Blue squints at the chairs, trembling, half-expecting to see 
the hooded figure sitting there.  

But there's nothing.

Peter surveys the hallway.  He stops, drawn to the wall with 
the mirror reflecting the Victorian chairs - the parlour 
trick.

He stares straight into the mirror, stiffening like a dog.

BLUE
He was on that one.

PETER
The middle one?

BILL
There is no middle one.  It's an 
optical illusion.

PETER
What's behind the mirror?

Bill looks at Blue.  They both know.

Blue approaches the mirror, very scared now.  Her expression 
changes as she remembers what Cynthia said.

She presses her finger against the glass.  There's no gap.  
She shudders.
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BILL
What is it?

BLUE
It's two-way glass.

BILL
(baffled)

How do you know?

BLUE
I just do.

BILL
It must be the room.

PETER
What room?

INT. LANDING - DAY

Bill and Blue lead Peter out of the flat onto the landing.

BLUE
I can't go in.

PETER
It's all right.  We're much 
stronger.  

BLUE
Can you see him?

PETER
Just a sense.  Strong sense. 

BLUE
Is he threatening us?

Peter doesn't answer.

BILL
(softly, to Blue)

It's okay.  Nothing's going to 
happen.  We're all here.  

Peter gestures with his arms, indicating the secret room and 
the entrance hall beyond the mirror.

PETER
This is the only area which feels 
active.  I can't sense anything 
else.
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INT. SLEEPING ROOM - DAY

Bill opens the door to the secret room and shines a 
flashlight around the insides.

He brings in a lamp on an extension lead and sets it down in 
the middle of the room, illuminating it slightly better.  

The block-wood floor is coated in dust.

Bill comes in, followed by Peter and Blue.  She's very 
scared.

BILL
(to Blue)

It's okay.  

PETER
The acoustics in here are heavy.  
Like the roof's coming down on us.

BILL
The outside walls are over two feet 
thick at least.  The mirror backs 
onto the wall behind.

He crosses to the far wall, partly obscured by the Mutoscope.

BILL (CONT’D)
It must be behind this.

He grips the heavy machine, swatting away the ropes of 
cobwebs strung across it, and heaves it slowly out from the 
wall.  The Mutoscope's iron feet scrape across the wood in 
protest.  But gradually the wall comes into view, revealing 
the two-way mirror, effectively a voyeur's window looking out 
onto the entrance-hall.

Blue catches her reflection in it and instinctively steps 
back, SNAGGING HER SHOE ON SOMETHING.  She looks down.

And then she sees it.

One of the hardwood blocks is poking up at an angle where she 
snagged it.

It's about four inches long, two inches wide and two inches 
deep.  There's a beautiful knot in the wood grain, making it 
stand out a little from the others.

Blue reaches down to press it back into place.  But she feels 
something in the hole underneath.  She digs the block back 
out, revealing a CONCEALED SPRING in the floor - a mechanism 
designed to hold the block of wood in place.  Blue presses it 
down until there's a firm CLICK.  She presses it again and 
another CLICK releases the block.
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She lifts the block out and examines it.  The top, the sides.  
She turns it over in her palm and then we all see it.

A HIDDEN KEY, BURIED IN THE WOOD.

The wood has been hollowed out in the shape of the key to 
accommodate it.

Blue TAPS the edge of the wood block against her palm.  The 
key falls out into her hand.  It's a weighty piece of antique 
tarnished brass, the kind of key you could imagine opening a 
strongbox or a treasure chest.

Fascinated, they all study the key.

BILL (CONT’D)
Does it work in the door?

Squinting in the shadows, Blue reaches for the door, feeling 
for the handle to find the lock.  

But instead of the handle, SHE FEELS ANOTHER HAND, GROPING 
FOR HERS IN THE SHADOWS.

Blue lurches back with a SCREAM, as though she's scorched her 
hand.

BILL (CONT’D)
WHAT HAPPENED?

He flashes the torch at Blue's hand.

BLUE
It's him.  He tried to grab me.

Bill aims the torch at the door, illuminating the handle.

Just an ordinary doorknob.

But Peter is shaking, his pallor deathly pale.  His voice is 
strained and he looks ill.  As though he's having a seizure.

BILL
Are you okay?

Peter's voice comes out in a rasp.

PETER
He's using me.

(beat)
Trying to tap my energy.

(to Blue)
To get to you.

Blue panics.  She tears open the door and reels out onto the 
landing.  Bill quickly follows, helping Peter out.
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Bill quickly closes the door and slides the dado rail back 
into place so that the handle is hidden.

INT. LANDING - DAY

Blue is panting heavily.  Peter is ashen.  Bill is 
disconcerted by the man's deterioration.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Bill pours them all stiff drinks.  He doesn't know what to 
say.  Passes a glass to Peter.  Some of his colour has come 
back now.

They drink in silence.

BILL
(long beat)

So...  What now?

PETER
I'm no expert.  I only know what I 
felt.

BILL
Did he die in there?

PETER
I don't know.  

BILL
But you can feel his presence.  
Something bad.

PETER
Whatever I felt...  It isn't going 
to go away.

BILL
You're saying it's not safe.  
Blue's not safe.

PETER
I really don't think I can do any 
more.

BLUE
It's okay.  Thank you. 

She raises a smile and Peter nods.

BILL
I'll see you out.

Bill escorts Peter to the front door.  
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He reappears, hoping to help Blue relax.  Trying to take her 
mind of it.

BILL (CONT’D)
Are you hungry? 

BLUE
Wouldn't mind something.

Bill starts rooting around in his fridge.  There's not much 
to offer.

BILL
How about some eggs?

BLUE
What's it come with?

BILL
A fork.

Blue smiles.  Bill tosses a frying pan on the stove and 
starts frying the eggs.  He rummages around in a nearby bread 
bin.

BILL (CONT’D)
Wait, I could do egg banjos.

BLUE
What's that?

Bill takes a pair of pita breads out of the bin and slips an 
egg into one.

BILL
One of these.

He pretends to eat it and flicks the crumbs off his shirt as 
though he's strumming a banjo.

They try to smile, but can barely raise one.

BILL (CONT’D)
Here, try it.

He passes her the pita bread.

BLUE
Thanks.

She nibbles at it and strums her top.

BILL
That's it.  You'll get the hang of 
it.  Look, we can do a duet.

He slips the other egg into another pita.  Nibbles and strums 
the crumbs off his shirt.
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BLUE
You're all right.

He kisses her.  She kisses him back.

They eat.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Do you believe me now?

Bill nods.  Tries to reassure her.

BILL
Peter said he couldn't sense 
anything outside the room.

BLUE
I wish I could believe that.  But 
I'm not seeing things.  I know I'm 
not.

They continue to eat in silence.

BLUE (CONT’D)
You know, one thing's bugging me. 

(beat)
That.

She nods to the old brass key lying on the table.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Why would you keep a key hidden 
inside a room?  If you wanted to 
lock it from the inside, you'd just 
keep the key in the door, wouldn't 
you?  

Bill looks at her, cogs turning in his head.

BILL
Sure...  Unless...

BLUE
...  It locks something else.

BILL
Inside the room.

EXT. SLEEPING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Bill and Blue approach the hidden door out on the landing.

Blue hangs back as Bill slides back the dado rail, revealing 
the ebony door handle.

There's a keyhole just below the handle.  Bill slides the 
brass key into it and tries to turn the lock.
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He works the key back and forth in the lock but the mechanism 
won't respond.

BILL
(beat)

It's not for this door.

INT. SLEEPING ROOM - DAY

Bill and Blue re-enter the sleeping room.  Bill has lights 
everywhere.  Blue clings to him like a limpet, nervy and 
scared.

BILL
It's okay.  I can't sense anything.  
Can't be used.  An empty vessel.

He smiles reassuringly.

BLUE
What are we looking for?

BILL
Anything that could conceal a 
space.

He shines his torch across the walls and floor looking for 
cracks.  Any evidence of secret openings, cavities etc.

But there's nothing.

Until he tries the ceiling.

The circle of light picks out a trap outlined in the boards.  
The flush lock is smudged over with grease and cobwebs.

BILL (CONT’D)
Of course.  The ceiling's not high 
enough.  I should've known.

INT. SLEEPING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Bill brings in a stepladder.  Positions it under the trap. 
Near the keyhole in the ceiling.  He climbs the steps and 
Blue hands him the key.

BLUE
Be careful.

Bill wipes the gunk away from the lock, then gingerly inserts 
the key and turns it.

Unlocking it.

The lock opens stiffly, releasing the trapdoor and a cloud of 
dust.
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Bill covers his face, coughing, lets the trapdoor down fully 
and leaves it hanging.

He pokes his head up into the loft space above...  Rakes the 
cavity with the torch.

THERE IS SOMETHING UP THERE, strewn with cobwebs and shrouded 
in darkness.

For a second or two, Bill can’t determine what it is, then 
the light catches a closer object covered in cloth.  There's 
something else beside it.

Bill pulls his sleeve over his fist and reaches in for it...

He takes hold of the object and slowly draws his arm out.

It’s a black cylindrical can, pitted with rust, about the 
size of a cake tin.

He passes it down to Blue, then reaches back in for the 
object wrapped in the cloth.

Bill comes back down the ladder.

Blue holds the can apprehensively at arm's length.

In the light, the two of them study it.  Blue looks at it in 
dread.

BLUE (CONT’D)
It’s one of his films, isn't it?

BILL
Looks like it.

BLUE
Was there anything else up there?

BILL
This. 

He unwraps an old medicinal-looking bottle from the crocheted 
black cloth.  The cloudy bottle has a worn label, mostly 
perished.  He squints at it, making out the faded typescript.

BILL (CONT’D)
Laudanum, I think.  Sleeping 
draught.  Nasty stuff.  Be careful 
with it. 

But Blue isn't staring at the bottle.  Her eyes are fixed on 
the cloth.

BILL (CONT’D)
What is it?
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BLUE
(breathless)

...  His hood.

Bill folds it out, revealing a thick black piece of material, 
crocheted into a hood, allowing the wearer to see through it.  

Blue shudders.  Bill quickly wraps the bottle back up in it.

Blue turns to the reel.  

BLUE (CONT’D)
We have to see what's on it.

Neither of them wants to do this, but Bill slowly nods.

He jimmies open the lid, revealing the reel.  It looks just 
like the ones Blue watched earlier.

They go over to the Mutoscope.  Insert the reel.  It clunks 
smoothly into place.  Despite its age, these machines were 
built to last.

Blue starts cranking the handle.  She points her torch into 
the viewing hood.

BLUE (CONT’D)
You look.

Bill watches.  We see what he sees...

INT. VICTORIAN BOUDOIR - BRIGHTON, ENGLAND - 1910

Illuminated by the beam from Blue's torch, the same scratchy 
flip-book of images begins to plays, flickering past our 
eyes... 

A HOODED MAN, wearing only a shirt and silk neck scarf, 
sitting on a chair in the middle of a dimly-lit room --

THE SLEEPING ROOM.  

There are no title cards on this film, just a crude version 
of the Blind Man's Buff movie Blue watched under the pier.

A blonde girl, staggers into shot, obviously drugged. (We 
might recognize her as one of the 'maids' from the group 
photo on the landing.)  

The blonde stares at him, clamping her hands to her mouth in 
horror as she gasps.

The man takes off his hood, revealing his face.  FISKIN
SWANNELL.

His home-movie takes on a more menacing tone as Fiskin slowly 
stands up and advances towards the blonde.
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He turns and looks deliberately at us, sinister and 
threatening, a posture of defiance in his body language.

He turns his attention back to the blonde.  He takes off his 
silk scarf and wraps it around her neck.  Sinking to his 
knees, blocking out our view of her, he proceeds to strangle 
her.

The woman starts to violently kick and struggle, trying to 
wrestle free.

But Fiskin is relentless.  And gradually the fight goes out 
of the woman and her limbs go limp.

THE SHUTTER COMES DOWN, BLOTTING OUT THE FRAME.

Bill looks away in horror.

BLUE
What happened?  Was it him?

He nods silently, ashen-faced.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Let me see.

BILL
No.

He takes her arm.

BLUE
(she already knows)

What did he do?
(beat)

He killed someone, didn't he?

BILL
You can't watch it.

He takes the reel out of the viewer and slots it back into 
the can.

He puts it back up into the loft space, along with the hood, 
and then closes the trapdoor.  It goes back into place with a 
heavy thud and Bill re-locks it.

CUT TO:

INT. BILL'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Bill cradles Blue in his arms on the bed.  She's scared out 
of her wits.

Bill comforts her.  He seems more in control now.  Calm and 
confident.  He whispers into her air.  She responds, sotto.
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BLUE
I don't want to be on my own.  
...Can't go home.

BILL
You're safe in here.  I'm not going 
to let anything happen to you.  I 
promise.  Stay awake all night if I 
have to.

He slides her legs under the covers and tucks her in.

BLUE
Don't go.

BILL
I'm right here.

He places a torch on her bedside table.  Then plumps a pillow 
and props himself up in the bed beside her.  Holds her hand.

Greatly comforted, Blue gradually falls asleep.

FADE TO:

INT. BILL'S BEDROOM - DEAD OF NIGHT

Bill has nodded off, still holding Blue's hand. 

Something appears to wake him and he quickly gets his 
bearings, blinking his eyes in the light.  

He hears something out in the corridor.  Gently takes his 
hand away from Blue's and slips off the bed.

INT. CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Bill pads down the corridor.  The lighting is dim and 
brooding.  The effect turns his face into a Halloween mask, 
floating in the gloom.

He turns the corner and disappears into the entrance hallway.

INT. ENTRANCE HALL - NIGHT

Bill turns on the lights and looks around the hallway.

His eyes come to rest on the MIRROR, staring back at him.  He 
can feels eyes on the other side.

He stands there, watching.
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INT. SLEEPING ROOM - NIGHT

Bill lets himself into the room holding the lamp on the 
extension lead.

The glowing lamp illuminates the Mutoscope projector and the 
step-ladder.  But Bill is drawn to the trapdoor in the 
ceiling.  Trying to keep calm, he repositions the ladder 
underneath, then climbs up.

He unlocks the trapdoor and goes up into the loft.

INT. LOFT SPACE - CONTINUOUS

The atmosphere is heavy and starved of oxygen.  Bill's 
breathing becomes more laboured the longer he stays up here.

He sweeps the lamp around the loft, revealing the silhouetted 
shape we saw earlier, lodged far back in the eaves.

But it's only now that we see a bulky object with a greyish 
white sheet draped over it...

Bill inches towards it, recoiling from the stale air in the 
recesses of the loft.  He reaches out and slowly pulls the 
sheet away...  

REVEALING THE SKELETAL REMAINS OF FISKIN SWANNELL. He's 
still wearing the remnants of the dress shirt he wore in the 
snuff movie, and the silk scarf tied round his throat like an 
ascot.

Bill recoils in horror, gasping for more air.  

But gradually his shocked expression ebbs away and he stares 
at the corpse more in fascination than fear.  

And then he slowly reaches out and touches the neck scarf.  
He draws it away from the skeleton, running the silk between 
his fingers, and wraps it around his own neck.  

INT. BILL'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

It’s impossible to say how much time has passed but suddenly 
Blue STIRS.  

A shadow falls across her face and her hand twitches in a 
reflex action, as though SOMETHING HAS JUST TOUCHED IT.

She wakes up and blinks, familiarizing herself with her 
surroundings.  A stab of fear passes right through her as she 
focuses on the end of the bed-frame and SEES A FIGURE PEERING 
THROUGH THE BARS --

THE HOODED MAN.  
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The bars give the effect of him being in a cage.  

He suddenly reaches forward and shakes the bars.

Blue jack-knifes to a sitting position, GASPING.  

The man slowly rises to a standing position and takes off his 
black hood.  

Blue lurches back in shock. 

The man's head is the stuff of nightmares -- grotesquely 
misshapen with a mass of bone protruding from the forehead.  
The rest of the face is covered in tumorous growths.  

Blue screams.

AND WAKES UP FROM HER NIGHTMARE.

She looks straight at the end of the bed.  There's no bed-
frame.  No bars.  Just the end of the mattress.  In the 
background, the bedroom door is closed. 

Blue looks around, knowing she's alone.

BLUE
Bill?

Her voice is barely a stammer.

She summons the courage to get out of bed.  Shaking, she 
tiptoes over to the bedroom door.

The door stands slightly open, a dim slice of hall-light 
emanating from the corridor outside.

BLUE (CONT’D)
... Bill?  Are you there?

She’s never felt less like finding out.  

She cannot bring herself to go out into the corridor.  
Instead, she closes the door and retreats back to the bed.  

She goes through her pockets and brings out the wrap she 
bought.

She takes out one of the wraps, hands trembling.  She empties 
the powder onto a piece of foil and heats it up with her 
lighter.  

She inhales the smoke, sucking it deep into her lungs.

Calming her nerves.  Taking all the angst away.
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INT. SLEEPING ROOM - DEAD OF NIGHT

At first, we can't tell where we are.  Just a dark void.

A slight flickering light enables us to make out a 
silhouetted figure.

Hunched over something in the darkened space.

Bill. He is very still, breathing very quickly.

From an angle looking over his shoulder, we see that he's 
watching something on the antique Mutoscope machine in the 
sleeping room. The sepia images flicker in the darkness.  

We CREEP IN on the viewing screen, revealing that Bill is re-
watching FISKIN'S HOME-MADE "SNUFF" MOVIE.  On the screen, we 
see Fiskin's hands slowly tightening his scarf around the 
blonde's neck, gradually squeezing tighter and tighter...     

Bill replays the moment again and again, CRANKING the winding 
handle back and forth, repeatedly capturing the point of 
death.

And then, slowly moving out, we see that he's masturbating as 
he watches the film.  

FADE TO:

INT. BEDROOM - NEXT MORNING

It is still very dim.  Very quiet.  Despite the size of the 
room, there’s a claustrophobic atmosphere.  We’re looking at 
the bed from the darkest recesses of the room, as though the 
shadows themselves are watching.

Gradually, a sliver of early morning light burns away the 
shadows, illuminating Blue's face in the bed.

The light wakes her and she looks around, letting her eyes 
adjust to the light.  She's come down from the smack, but the 
afterglow isn't pretty.  Sunken eyes, dark circles, greasy 
skin.  

There's still no sign of Bill.  But then she becomes aware of 
footsteps coming down the corridor towards the bedroom. 

BLUE
(softly)

Bill?  Hello?

She stiffens.

The door opens and she lets out a SCREAM as...

ALEC PEERS IN.
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Blue sits up in shock, hugging the blankets around her.  

ALEC
Who the fuck are you?!  Where's 
Bill?  I've got people lined up for 
a viewing!  Where is he?  

BLUE
(shaking)

I don't know.

ALEC
But you do know him?  

She nods.

ALEC (CONT’D)
Good.  Because that would be odd.  
You being in his bed.  A stranger.

(sees the foil)
Have you been doing drugs in here?

BLUE
No.

ALEC
What's those bits of foil doing 
here, then?  Been making scratch 
cards?  

BLUE
Go fuck yourself.

ALEC
Oh, dirty little gob on you too.  
That's nice.  Where'd he find you?

BLUE
In the back of the paper.

ALEC
For sale, in the back of the paper?

BLUE
No, free to collector, what do you 
think?

Alec shouts back down the corridor.

ALEC
BILL, WHERE ARE YOU? I've been 
calling you.  I know you like 
bringing whores back here.  But I 
do not like them bringing drugs in!  
Bill, are you listening to me?

(to Blue)
I want you out of here now.  Get 
your kit on, and fuck off.  Bill!
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BILL
I'm here.

Alec jumps.  Bill was standing right behind him and he didn't 
realize.

ALEC
Where the fuck did you come from?

BILL
She's staying here.

ALEC
What?

BILL
She's staying here.

ALEC
Is she fuck!  

(to Blue)
Come on, fuck off!

He tries to grab her arm.  Bill blocks him aggressively.

Alec backs off.  Surprised by his brother's body language.

ALEC (CONT’D)
Well, aren't we Mr. T. today! Been 
taking bollocks boosters, 'ave we? 

He looks back and forth at them.  Sensing something deeper.

ALEC (CONT’D)
Wait a minute, are we talking 
penetration here?  Did you finally 
get it up?  You did, didn't you!

(to Blue)
Did you feel anything?

Bill throws a punch.  Alec staggers back, his split nose 
spurting blood.   

Enraged, he lunges forward in retaliation.  But Bill 
surprises him again, punching him hard in the stomach.

Alec doubles over with a grunt.  Bill towers over him 
menacingly.  Grabs him by the neck and slams his head against 
the radiator.  Alec groans, stunned by the blow. 

BILL
(stony calm)

Didn't you hear me?  She's staying 
here.

He transfers his hand into a choke hold around Alec's neck.  
Then drags him out into the hallway.
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BILL (CONT’D)
I'll be out by the end of the week.  
Then you can start showing people 
round.  And you'll never have to 
see me again.  But until then, you 
don't come here again.  

(beat)
Do you understand?

Alec nods.  Feels Blue watching him.

He glares at her.

ALEC
Treat you nice, did he?  Yeah, well 
don't think you're special 'cause 
of it.  He always does that.  Don't 
you, Billy boy?

Alec looks at Bill but sees an expression that he's never 
seen in his brother before.  Something immovable.  

He quickly retreats into the corridor, face flushed with 
shock, and hurriedly leaves. 

Blue watches, disturbed by Bill's ferocity.  Eyes him warily.

Bill eventually feels her gaze.  He turns to her, regaining 
his composure.

BILL
I'm sorry about that.

(beat)
Actually, no, I'm not sorry.  Not 
sorry at all.

BLUE
(beat)

Where were you?  In the night.

BILL
Don't you remember?

BLUE
Well, yeah, I remember the start.  
But after that...

BILL
You didn't move.  Like you were 
hibernating.  

Blue searches his face, unsure what to believe.  But there's 
something in his expression which disturbs her.

BLUE
I've got to get back.
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BILL
You don't have to.

BLUE
I do.

She hastily starts gathering up her stuff.  Bill watches, 
anxiously fingering his collar.  He still has Fiskin's scarf 
tucked underneath.  

Blue feels his stare.  She glances back with a pang of 
sympathy, but sees the odd expression in his face and pulls 
her jacket on with increasing urgency.  

Bill watches, resigned.  As Blue turns to leave, he sadly 
looks away from her.

FADE TO:

EXT. BRIGHTON SEAFRONT - DAY

Thick mist shrouds the promenade in milky silhouettes.  
Several silhouetted boats dot the shoreline, covered up for 
winter, tethered to buoys, bobbing gently in the water.

A light rain is falling.  The sound of a foghorn echoes in 
the distance.

Blue hurries home along the front.  A harassed figure.

CUT TO:

INT. BLUE'S FLAT - DAY

Blue lets herself into the flat.  She's tired, jittery.  
Strung out.

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
Dirty stop-out, ain't'cha?

BLUE JUMPS OUT OF HER SKIN.  Sees Cynthia sitting in the main 
room.

BLUE
Fucking hell!  Scared the shit out 
of me. 

CYNTHIA
No I ain't.  Not yet.  

(beat)
Close the door there, Freddie.  
Letting a draught in.

Blue turns to see FREDDIE FIVEWAYS behind the door.  A wave 
of fear passes through her.
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He closes it behind Blue, effectively trapping her between 
them.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
That's better.  All nice and cosy 
now.  Have a little chat.

BLUE
I don't get it.  Why are you here?

CYNTHIA
Was worried about you, Blue.

(beat)
Where you been?

BLUE
I stayed over at a friend's.

CYNTHIA
Friend now, is he?

A hint of menace in that.  Blue feels her heart lurch.

BLUE
He...?  No.

CYNTHIA
Blue.

BLUE
Yeah?

CYNTHIA
Can Freddie borrow your phone?

With trembling hands, Blue takes out her mobile phone.

Freddie scrolls through the call register.  He goes to the 
most recent.  Holds it up so Blue can see.

FREDDIE
Shall I call this number?

BLUE
(beat)

No.

FREDDIE
No?

CYNTHIA
Called him, didn't ya?

BLUE
Yeah.

CYNTHIA
And went over...
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BLUE
Yeah.

CYNTHIA
After I said no.

Blue nods.

BLUE
I'm sorry, Cynthia.

Cynthia's face tightens.  She rises from the chair. 

CYNTHIA
Freddie's gonna have a word now.  
I'll get the wets on.

She goes into the kitchen area and puts the kettle on.

Blue looks fearfully at Freddie as he steps towards her.  He 
loosens his tie.  A terrifying man.

He nods to the scraps of burnt foil left on the coffee table.

FREDDIE
Like a bit of drugs, do ya?  

Blue nods, terrified.  As Freddie closes in, her shoulders 
stoop into shadow, throwing shadows across her face like 
bruises.

FREDDIE (CONT’D)
I could fix you up with a few new 
friends if you like.  Get 'em 
round.

He looks around her flat as the kettle grows louder in the 
background, masking his conversation from Cynthia.

FREDDIE (CONT’D)
They'd love it here.  Bit clean for 
junkies though, ain't it?  You need 
some needles on the floor, puke on 
the walls.  Get into the spirit of 
it.  How's that sound? 

(beat)
Wouldn't like that, would you?

Blue shakes her head.

FREDDIE (CONT’D)
No.  Now, that's the truth.

(beat)
Easy, ain't it.  Simple honesty. 
That's all Cynthia asks.  She's 
been good to ya.  Sorted you out 
with work.  Got you a place to 
stay.  
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And here you are, paying her back 
in lies.  Well, I tell you what.  
What I just said about them 
junkies, that was a lie too!  Cos 
if you ever lie to her again, I 
won't be sending junkies round.  
Nah, it'll be a gang.  Rough boys.  
You'll need to be drugged up after 
that, believe me.  Give you a 
proper party, they will.  Lot of 
puncture marks, know what I mean?  
Holes where you got holes and holes 
where you ain't!  And after that, 
you won't be no use to us, will ya?  
Fucked up, spread out on the floor, 
dribblin' like Rabies.

Blue nods, her insides cramping.  She starts to 
hyperventilate, feeling giddy.

FREDDIE (CONT’D)
There now, you might want to 
stretch out, clear your airway.  
Feel better?

Cynthia holds a teaspoon over the mugs of tea.

CYNTHIA
Do you want a Sweet'N Low?  I'm 
having one.

(off Blue's look)
That's a good girl.

She pops a sweetener tablet into each mug and stirs them in.  
Smiling sweetly.

FADE TO BLACK.

EXT. BRIGHTON SEAFRONT - DAY

Blue walks into town along the windy promenade.  She looks 
utterly alone, a haunted soul.

Her phone goes off.

BILL
(over phone)

You've got to let me see you.

BLUE
(into phone)

I can't.

There's a note of desperation in Bill's voice.

BILL
Please.
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BLUE
She knows.

BILL
What do you mean?

BLUE
Cynthia.  She's warned me off.

BILL
I'll talk to her.

BLUE
No!  Please don't.  It'll just make 
it worse.

BILL
Why?

BLUE
I'm in enough trouble already. 

BILL
She doesn't own you.

BLUE
You don't know what she's capable 
of!  So do yourself a favour and 
stay away from me.

BILL
You really want that?

BLUE
I haven't got a choice!

She hangs up and stops at a bus shelter, shoulders heaving.  
Sits down, trying not to retch.  She's distraught.  

INT. SLEEPING ROOM - SAME TIME

Bill sits in the middle of the room.  Head in his hands.  He 
tries to gather his thoughts, working out a plan.

INT. BRIGHTON SEAFRONT - DAY

Blue tries to take her mind off the call.  She starts idly 
window-shopping -- A shoe shop, charity shop, then blankly 
looks into the window of an estate agent.

See "The Pells" staring back at her!
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INT. ESTATE AGENT - DAY

Blue comes in through the front doors, flushed and breathless 
from the stinging sea air.

As she comes in, she's greeted by GRANT CORSIE, the estate 
agent who dealt with Alec Beckman.

GRANT
Hi there, how can I help?

BLUE
I wanted to ask you about that flat 
in the window.   The Pells?

From her expression and the tone of her voice, Grant has a 
good idea straightaway what this is about.

But Blue's attention is caught by the reaction of Grant's 
colleague SIAN. Just hearing the name has made her go pale.

SIAN
You live there?

BLUE
(nods)

Do you know it?

SIAN
I did the appraisal. But-

Grant flashes her a loaded look. Blue notices.

BLUE
It's okay.

(to Grant)
I'm not here to cause any trouble.

Grant relents. He turns to Sian.

GRANT
Up to you.

Sian nods to Blue.

BLUE
What happened?

Sian digs her hands into her pockets, distracted and jumpy.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Are you okay...?  Want to go 
outside?
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EXT. ESTATE AGENT - DAY

Sian lights up a cigarette on the street.

SIAN
I'm sorry, you must think I'm 
weird.

She inhales the Marlboro.

SIAN (CONT'D)
But when I was up there, measuring 
up... I'm a rational person, okay, 
I don't mean to sound stupid... 
But...

BLUE
I saw it too.  Saw him.

Sian catches her eye, shocked.

BLUE (CONT’D)
It was, wasn't it?  Ghost of a man.

SIAN
I don't know.  I saw a shadow.  I 
was measuring the hallway.  One of 
those infra-red beams? And a shadow 
walked right through it. And then 
on the way out, I saw him again. 
They think I'm crazy here.

(beat)
But I know what I saw.  What I 
felt.  You need to keep away from 
there.

She takes a hit on her cigarette, trying to stop her hands 
shaking.  

BLUE
I can't, can I!  That's the whole 
problem.  

(beat)
I can stay away.  But that doesn't 
keep him away from me.  

She looks around, nervy.  Sian looks at her, shocked.  
Helpless.

CUT TO:

EXT. FLAT - MARINE SQUARE - DAY

Bill approaches the door to Cynthia's block.  The same door 
he saw Blue post the money through the letter-box.
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He takes a moment to go through with it, girding himself, 
then steps up to the door.

INT. FLAT - MARINE SQUARE - DAY

Bill speaks into Cynthia's intercom.  She answers.

BILL
Cynthia?

CYNTHIA
(over intercom)

... Yeah...  Do I know you?

BILL
Yes.  We've spoken on the phone 
before.  

CYNTHIA
On the phone?

BILL
Yes.

CYNTHIA
So what you doin' on my doormat?  
How'd you find me?

BILL
A friend.  You come highly 
recommended.  Very highly.

CYNTHIA
(beat)

Better let you in, then.  Second 
floor.

INT. FLAT - MARINE SQUARE - DAY

Bill sits with Cynthia in her living room.  She's made him a 
cup of tea.  One for herself too.

CYNTHIA
So you got no complaints?

BILL
What, your girls you mean?  No, 
they're beautiful.  Just...

CYNTHIA
What?

BILL
Not quite...
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CYNTHIA
To your taste.

She drains her cup.  Wipes her lips suggestively.

Bill smiles.  Nods.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
So what's your poison?  

Bill carefully removes Fiskin's scarf from around his neck.  
Sets it down on the arm of the chair.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
Ahh...  Somethin' silky.

BILL
Smooth.

CYNTHIA
Cost you three and a half for a 
session.  Or five hundred for the 
night.  

BILL
Bed and breakfast included?

CYNTHIA
If you're up to it, I'll treat ya 
to the breakfast of champions!

They both snigger.

BILL
Five it is, then.  Take cards?

CYNTHIA
I take cash.  

Bill takes out a wad.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

Bill carefully ties the silk scarf to the iron bed-frame.

Then he makes a self-tightening noose at the other end, big 
enough to slip a wrist through.

Cynthia peels off her silk stockings.  

Bill ties them to the bottom end of the bed-frame, one at 
each corner.

He straightens up, feeling a little thick-headed.  Blinks a 
few times.
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CYNTHIA
You feelin' alright?

BILL
Bit dizzy, that's all.

CYNTHIA
Don't worry.  Won't last long.

Bill gazes at her.  Trying to focus.

BILL
What do you mean?

CYNTHIA
Slipped ya a little sweetener, 
didn't I...  Help you relax.

(beat)
Don't worry, nothin' off-label.  
Nothin' to make your arsehole
bigger, if that's what you're 
worried about!  Be right as rain in 
an hour.

Bill's vision starts to swim a little.  He shakes his head, 
trying to clear it.

Feels Cynthia take his wrist.  She's slipped it through the 
noose before he realizes.

She takes his other hand and slips that through the other 
noose.  Then his ankles.   Tightening the knots.

Bill's utterly helpless now.  He stares up at Cynthia, trying 
to focus his eyes like a baby.

BILL
What are you doing?

Cynthia blindfolds him.   

Then she walks out into the hallway, and goes through into 
the living room.

Bill hears her picking up the phone.  Dialing a number.

CYNTHIA (O.S.)
(into phone)

That Freddie?  Yeah, it's me.  Can 
you pop over?  Now.  Yeah, that's 
right.  Good boy.

He hears the CLICK of the phone as Cynthia hangs up.  She 
comes back into the bedroom.

BILL
(weak)

What are you doing?
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CYNTHIA
No, that's my question.  But since 
you asked...  Friend of mine's 
comin' round.  Freddie Fiveways.  
He's gonna have a play.  See what 
he can find in the toy cupboard.

Bill pales.  

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
But that's not why you're here, is 
it, Billy boy?  You didn't come 
round to play games.

(beat)
You came here to threaten me.

She lifts up his blindfold.  So she can see his eyes.

BILL
No.

CYNTHIA
Yeah you did.

She sits down at her dressing table and lights a cigarette.  
Takes a long drag.  Heaven.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
I know I shouldn't...  But only the 
good die young!

She laughs.  Bill is really frightened now.  His voice comes 
out in a muffled rasp.

BILL
Look, whatever you think I came 
here for, I promise you-

CYNTHIA
What?  Think I was born yesterday?  
Think I didn't clock you?  Clocked 
you the moment you opened your 
Mary.

(beat)
The Pells boy!  

BILL
Yes.  But I didn't come here to 
threaten you.  I swear.

CYNTHIA
And I would've believed ya.  Cos 
you're a meek boy, ain't'cha, Bill?  
Meek and weak.  All the aggression 
of a brown paper bag!

(beat)
Till you met Blue.
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Bill looks back at her, helpless.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
She lit a fire in yer belly, didn't 
she?  I could tell.  She couldn't 
hide it, neither.  And now here you 
are.  The white knight.  Comin' to 
claim her.  

BILL
She said if she ever spoke to me 
again, you'd hurt her.  

CYNTHIA
So you've come round to hurt me!  
Well, go on then.

She giggles.

Bill struggles to free himself.  Cynthia calmly stubs out her 
cigarette.  But this time, when she speaks, her voice is like 
steel.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
Now, I'm gonna say a sentence.

(beat)
Blue belongs to me.  And anybody 
who tries to come between us...  
Well, you'll have to wait and see 
about that, won't ya...

Bill starts to panic, emitting strange gurgling noises of 
rage.

CYNTHIA (CONT’D)
Quiet down, sweetheart.  Don't want 
you causing a nuisance, do I?

She starts to gag him with another stocking.

Bill scrabbles with his fingers around the bed-frame, 
frantically stretching for the knots.  The ones he tied using 
the quick-release knots we saw him use on the boat.

Cynthia sees what he's doing and tries to stop him.

Bill bats her away with her elbow and manages to grab one of 
the ties with his outstretched fingers.  He yanks it down, 
releasing his left arm, then grabs the other and releases his 
right. 

He rips off the blindfold as Cynthia comes at him again.  HE 
CATCHES HER ROUND THE THROAT, holding the silk neck scarf.

He wraps it tightly around her neck and Cynthia's eyes bulge 
as he squeezes tighter.  
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She tries to scream out but the scarf has her throat clenched 
shut, and the only sound she can make is a gruesome hiss, 
like a slow puncture.

She flails blindly, but even in his half-drugged state, Bill 
is a man possessed.  

The old woman's eyes flash, her teeth gnash, but gradually 
the life goes out of her and she goes still, her cloudy eyes 
fixed on Bill's.

Bill relaxes his grip and Cynthia falls back onto the bed 
like a rag doll, her grey tresses smeared across her face.  

Bill looks down at her, expressionless, still half-stupefied.  
But for the second time we can sense a strange, detached 
power in him.  An inner strength we have not seen before.   

FADE TO:

EXT. BRIGHTON STREETS - DAY

Blue paces the streets.  She looks really unnerved, unsure 
what to do.  

Her phone GOES OFF, making her jump.

She answers it.

CHRISTIE (V.O.)
(over phone)

Blue, listen to me.  
(beat)

It's Cyn.

BLUE
What?

CHRISTIE (V.O.)
She's gone.  

(beat)

Blue reacts.

BLUE
(beat, choked)

What?  You sure?

CHRISTIE
Yeah.  The Pells boy.

Blue stops in her tracks.  Winded.

CHRISTIE (CONT’D)
Freddie's round there now.
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BLUE
NO.

CHRISTIE
That's why I'm tellin' ya.  You 
need to stay away.  Somewhere safe.

BLUE
No.

She starts running to "The Pells".

CUT TO:

INT. BILL'S FLAT - DAY

The door is open.  Partially blocked by a packing case, 
upended on the floor.  Its contents strewn across the 
hallway.

Blue emerges at the top of the staircase and crosses the 
landing.

She steps over the packing case and squeezes through.  She 
finds more stuff inside, scattered violently across the 
entrance hall.  

Heart beating, she looks through into the drawing room.  
Takes in more signs of violence.  But no blood.  Just 
frustration.  Freddie Fiveways has been here.  Stamping.  
Punching walls.  Tearing open cupboards.  Here to kill Bill.

But there's no sign of him.  Anywhere.  

Blue goes from room to room.  Steps over a smashed lamp.  
Passes the wall phone, half ripped out.  

INT. BILL'S BEDROOM - DAY

Blue pads in.  Comes face to face with a wardrobe, torn open, 
her fractured reflection staring back at her on the inside 
mirror, smashed and cracked.

Blue's expression is fearful.  But gradually the fear changes 
to relief.  It seems as though Bill slipped through the net.

INT. LANDING - DAY

Blue comes silently out of the front door.  She pulls out her 
phone.  Calls and leaves a message in an urgent whisper.
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BLUE
(into phone)

If you get this, and I'm praying 
you do, then you'll know who it's 
from.  I know what happened.  And I 
think I know why.  So I hope you're 
a long way from here now.  Cos you 
can't come back.  They're looking 
for you.  So you have to stay away 
from me.  I'll put you in danger.  
And I don't want you hurt.  

(beat)
You need to stay away.  As far away 
as you can.

Her voice drifts into silence as her eye goes to the wall on 
the landing.  A realization slowly rising in her...

Summoning all her courage, she crosses the landing to the 
wall and feels for the secret panel in the dado rail.

She lays her palm against the wall.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Bill...?  Are you there?

With trembling fingers, she slides back the strip of wood, 
and grips the concealed door handle.

Turns it...

Opens the door.

INT. SLEEPING ROOM - DAY

Blue looks in, eyes blinking in the dark.  She knows he's in 
there.  She can sense it.

BLUE
Bill?

She takes out her torch and plays the beam around the room.  
Revealing the Mutoscope.

And the step-ladder.  

The ladder is positioned under the trapdoor to the attic, 
which gapes open.

Blue teeters on the threshold, really not wanting to go in.  
But she finds the nerve and steps inside.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Bill...?

She shines her torch up into the attic space.  But she can't 
see anything up there from this angle.
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She listens carefully.  And hears, very faintly, somebody 
whimpering up there.

BLUE (CONT’D)
Bill, is that you?

She knows it is.  And she knows what he's done.

BLUE (CONT’D)
I know what's happened...  About 
Cynthia.

Bill doesn't reply.  The faint moaning continues.

Blue takes a deep breath, puts a foot on the step-ladder and 
starts climbing up into the attic space.

INT. LOFT - DAY

Blue hoists herself up into the dark space.  Her courage 
rapidly evaporates into fear as she shines her torch into the 
shadows in front of her, illuminating the silhouetted shape 
of --

-- FISKIN'S CORPSE.

She waivers, horrorstruck, as a breath of warm air hits her 
neck.

She tries to spin around but instantaneously A HOODED FIGURE 
CLAMPS A DAMP CLOTH OVER HER MOUTH.

Blue tries to SCREAM, but the noise is snuffed out by the 
cloth.

She struggles violently, but gradually loses control over her 
limbs.  She tries to beat off the figure but he bats away her 
feeble hands like a defenceless child as her vision swims.

FADE TO BLACK.

Over the black, the familiar CRANK OF A WINDING HANDLE fades 
up...

INT. VICTORIAN BOUDOIR - BRIGHTON, ENGLAND - 1910

Once again, Fiskin's home-made version of the BLIND MAN’S 
BUFF PEEP SHOW MOVIE starts to play...

Fiskin rises from his chair and gropes for the woozy blonde.  

She stares back at him, clamping her hand to her mouth in 
horror.
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INTERCUT THE ATTIC

In a quick cutaway, we see the blonde in close-up. 

But now it's BLUE, gasping at the terrifying sight of the 
hooded man bearing down on her.  

FISKIN'S MOVIE

As before, Fiskin pulls off his hood...

INTERCUT THE LOFT

... In the same way, the hooded man slides his hood up, 
revealing BILL. But his look is altered, an amalgam of his 
face contorted with FISKIN'S features.  

Blue squirms as he clenches her by the throat, filming it on 
his phone.

FISKIN'S MOVIE

Fiskin peels off his neck scarf and slowly strangles the 
blonde with it as she struggles, trying to wrestle free.

INTERCUT THE LOFT

Blue is locked in the same choke-hold, desperately trying to 
pull free...  

Bill takes off his scarf and tries to wrap it round her 
throat...

Blue scrabbles frantically, straining to twist her "gypsy" 
rings into weapons.

The jagged rings glint in the half-light as Blue twists them 
round and clenches her fingers into a fist.

She wrenches her arm free from Bill's grip and manages to 
swing a punch, hitting him in the face.

Bill gasps and lets Blue go, recoiling from the knuckle-
duster blow.

His phone goes flying and the hood slips back down over his 
face.  Blue tries to hit him again but Bill catches her arm 
and pins it behind her back, forcing her down.

Blue scrabbles frantically for a weapon with her other hand, 
anything she can defend herself with.
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She feels something smooth, wraps her fingers around it and 
lifts it into the air.

THE BOTTLE OF LAUDANUM.

She grasps it tightly as Bill tries to straddle her, and 
SMASHES IT AGAINST HIS HEAD.

The fragile glass bottle breaks and soaks into the hood.

Bill tries to pull it away from his mouth and nose but Blue 
holds the hood over his face for all she's worth.

He flails wildly but Blue hangs on and Bill becomes groggy, 
his strength faltering.  

Blue throws him off her and rips the scarf away from her 
throat.  She hooks her arm through the entrance hole to the 
loft and starts pulling herself through. 

BILL MAKES A FINAL FEEBLE LUNGE TO GRAB HER.  But she kicks 
him away and he slumps back.

INT. SLEEPING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Blue swings down into the sleeping room from the loft and 
tumbles to the floor.

She can hear Bill above her, making strange gurgling sounds.

She drags herself to her feet and quickly climbs back up the 
ladder and slams the trapdoor up into place.  The key is in 
the lock.  She locks it and yanks out the key, then staggers 
back, clutching at her bruised throat, trying to get the air 
back into her crushed lungs.  

Blue scrambles for the door.  Her eyes may be swimming, her 
balance gone, but her determination is still with her..

She picks up Bill's phone, which fell down through the trap 
during the struggle, then throws herself out of the room onto 
the landing.  

INT. LANDING - CONTINUOUS

BLUE SLAMS THE DOOR and slides the wooden dado rail back 
across, obscuring the handle.

She backs away from the hidden room, lungs heaving like a 
pair of bellows.

INT. LOFT SPACE - CONTINUOUS

Bill lies on his back in the dark, airless tomb, the black 
hood pulled tight across his face.  
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He breathes the sodden fabric in and out like a plastic bag 
stretched over his mouth, growing less and less pronounced 
until the hood stops moving and Bill is motionless.

INT. LANDING - CONTINUOUS

There is no sound.  Blue stares at the walls, stunned and 
rooted to the floor.

Over this, the desperate cry of seagulls fades up to a 
deafening roar.

CUT TO:

EXT. BRIGHTON BEACH - DAY

The seagulls wheel and SCREECH overhead in the charcoal sky.

Blue sits on the pebble beach, watching the swollen waves 
breaking against the shoreline, her breath pluming in the icy 
air.  

She looks down at the old brass key in her palm, 
contemplating it.  

A long beat, then she hurls it out to sea.

She gazes after it, mesmerized by the churning sea AS THE 
SCREEN FADES TO BLACK.

Over the black, the familiar metallic rasp of a slot machine 
swallowing a penny fades in...

INT. VICTORIAN PARLOUR - BRIGHTON, ENGLAND (1910)

Two pretty YOUNG MAIDS in nightgowns sit at a table, hands 
linked in the style of a GOTHIC seance.  

They are lit by a lamp hanging over the table, flickering 
slightly.  

An abstract shape appears to move in the shadows of the room, 
and then... THE WOMEN LEAP UP IN SHOCK AS A GHOST emerges 
into the pale light, a tall figure draped in a crisp white 
sheet.

The white-sheeted figure glides towards the women as they 
shrink back, arms raised in mock horror, mouths stretched 
wide in screams.

As the ghost reaches the women, the figure under the sheet 
suddenly pulls it up, revealing his face in the shadows -- 

The grainy quality of the film makes it hard to distinguish 
Fiskin's Swannell's face from Bill's.  They could be the same 
man.
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The shutter comes down abruptly and we

CUT TO BLACK.
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